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Sex offender arrested working in Carmichael A month later,
BY KELLY MCANERNEY
AND ANTHONY MCGOVERN

Daily Editorial Board

Acting on information from another
agency, Tufts police arrested an adult
male last week in Carmichael Dining
Hall for failing to register with the state
as a level 3 sex offender.
The man worked for an outside
employment agency hired by Dining
Services. He was not a Tufts employee.
At 10 a.m. on Friday, Dec. 2, Tufts
University Police Department (TUPD)
officers entered Carmichael and apprehended the man. The University had
been alerted by the Quincy Police
Department.
“We got a call from Quincy PD, who
indicated they had information that
there was an individual they had a warrant for who was working in one of our
dining halls,” TUPD Captain Mark Keith
said. “We made the arrest and transferred him to Somerville District Court.”

Sex offenders must notify the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Sex
Offender Registry Board when they
change either their home address or
place of employment.
“Where the Board determines that the
risk of reoffense is high and the degree of
dangerousness posed to the public is
such that a substantial public safety
interest is served by active dissemination, it shall give a level 3 designation to
the sex offender,” the Board’s Web site
reads.
Keith would not release the name of
the man or the employment agency.
Director of Dining and Business
Services Patricia Klos also would not
release the name of the employment
agency.
The University has worked with the
agency for several years, she said, and
the agency puts “a great deal of security
and foresight” into its hires.
“For this particular agency I didn’t
require security clearance,” Klos said.

Windows on research:
Gates grant goes to Tufts

“For another agency I do.”
Keith said he is unaware of anything
similar happening previously at Tufts.
Since the man worked at Tufts through
an employment agency, he did not go
through the University’s hiring process.
Tufts currently verifies the references
of prospective employees and requires
proof of citizenship, but Klos said the
policies may be updated.
According to both Keith and Klos,
Tufts has no unified employee screening
policy. The process is generally left up to
the specific employer within the
University — such as Dining Services.
Security screening is “under great discussion at an executive level,” Klos said.
“In the catering operation...we have
been working with HR [Human
Resources] and Public Safety in developing guidelines of minimum security
requirements.”
The University is “moving towards a
policy and a way to implement it,” she
said.

LCS election is
finally settled
BY

BRIAN LOEB

Daily Editorial Board

The disputed Leonard Carmichael
Society presidential election has been
settled. The original result stands.
Junior Irit Lockhart lost the Monday,
Nov. 14 election to juniors Garen Nigon
and Arielle Traub. Sophomore Kim
Petko also ran in the election, which
was for the 2006 calendar year.
Lockhart filed a complaint with the
Dean of Students Office, alleging the
election was carried out in violation of
the group’s constitution.
The group’s co-presidents for the
2005 calendar year, seniors Erin Poth
see LCS, page 2

A scary trip on Southwest Flight 1248

Sonenshein gets $5 million to develop
vaccines in spore form to survive heat
BY JUDY

WEXLER

Daily Editorial Board

Ten years ago, School of
Medicine
Professor
Linc
Sonenshein received a phone
call from the then Chief of the
Division
of
Geographic
Medicine, Dr. Gerald Keusch.
Keusch had just returned
from a meeting sponsored by
the World Health Organization
about the vaccination of children and was excited to speak
with his colleague about one of
the biggest problems facing
vaccinations in the developing
world: the lack of refrigeration.
The phone call led to a
research collaboration on one
of the world’s most pressing
scientific problems. Together
the two began discussing the
creation of a vaccine in spore
format, which would allow it to
be stored at room temperature.
After two years of work, the
project had to be dropped.
“[We] had to give up because
of lack of funding for such an
unorthodox idea,” Sonenshein
said.
But the research was only
halted temporarily. This past
June, Sonenshein’s project proposal was one of 43 selected
out of 1,600 for funding by the
Bill
and
Melinda
Gates
Foundation as part of an initiative called Grand Challenges in
Global Health.
The $5 million grant means
that Sonenshein and a team of
scientists are now trying to
introduce the genes that code
antibody-making proteins into
bacterial
spores,
which

Sonenshein called “the most
durable biological entities
known.”
The bacteria with which the
team is working is Bacillus subtilis, a bacteria found in dirt.
The genetically modified bacteria, now containing DNA that
will produce antibody-making
proteins in the human body,
can be stored in spore form.
“The dried spores can be
shipped all over the world in
packets and kept on the shelf
almost infinitely,” Sonenshein
said.
Sonenshein has so far
worked on vaccines for diptheria and tetanus and is planning
to add whooping cough and
rotavirus to the list.
If the project is successful,
“when someone needs to be
vaccinated, a packet of spores
can be opened, the spores
poured into a glass of water or
other liquid and then drunk
down,” Sonenshein said.
Sonenshein is working on
the project with Keusch, who is
now the Associate Provost for
Public Health at Boston
University, Saul Tzipori from
the Cummings School of
Veterinary
Medicine
and
School of Medicine colleague
Miguel Stadecker.
The grant is given by the
Gates Foundation and administered by the Foundation for the
National Institutes of Health.
According to Sonenshein,
“both foundations have stipulated that the fruits of this
research must be made freely
available for use in the developing world.”
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Southwest Airlines Flight 1248 from Baltimore, skidded off the runway and crossed into the intersection
of 55th and Central at Chicago’s Midway Airport, Thursday, December 8, 2005.

New dorm to get tree and bench in
memory of seniors’ departed classmates
Class Council decides on Senior Shade over telescope, fountain
BY

ROB SILVERBLATT
Daily Staff Writer

When this year’s juniors
become the first to inhabit
Sophia Gordon Hall next fall,
they will have a permanent
place to sit in the shade and
reflect on those members of
the Tufts community who were
tragically unable to complete
the journey through senior
year.
The Senior Shade — the current name of the new area —
was announced to the Class of
2006 by the Senior Class
Council in an e-mail on Dec. 5.
This project will serve as the
class gift to the community
and will be dedicated to
Boryana “Bory” Damyanova
and Alex Mendell. Damyanova
was struck and killed by two
cars last month, and Mendell
committed suicide in Sept.
2004.
The Senior Shade will “consist of a bench and a tree

placed side-by-side in the
courtyard of the first allupperclassman dorm,” the email read.
The class expects to officially dedicate the project, which
will also include a plaque, right
before Senior Week in May.
The Council has already
raised most of the approximately $5,000 needed for the
project through events including Senior Pub Night. They
hope to have the rest by
around March, according to
Senior Class Council President
Dave Baumwoll.
The idea of a commemorative gift has been a long time in
the making and has been considered ever since the untimely passing of Mendell two years
ago, Baumwoll said.
The need was further suggested by the tragic death of
Damyanova. “It seemed right
to give something back for
each of them,” Baumwoll said.
The particular means of giv-

ing back was suggested during
a Senior Leadership Council
meeting.
The Leadership Council is
an un-elected group of volunteers that works with the Class
Council.
The
Leadership
Council has “a pretty solid
group that’s come throughout
the semester,” Senior Class
Council
Secretary
Becky
Holden said.
The idea of a tree and bench
was chosen over several other
potential alternatives. These
included a telescope on the
roof of Tisch Library, a fountain and a fence. “We wanted
something stationary that
could be used by the future
classes,” Holden said.
Baumwoll said he would like
the Senior Shade initiative to
start a trend for other senior
classes to follow. The project
will “hopefully start a little tradition of classes giving back...
right before they graduate,” he
said.
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After grievance settlement, Lockhart to stay on as directional staff member
LCS
continued from page 1

and Mari Pullen, had invited
members of the programming
staff — about 85 students — to
vote.
According to the constitution, the approximately 12member directional staff is
supposed to decide on the presidents, vice president and
treasurer. The choices must
then be ratified by two thirds of
the programming staff.
After the complaint was filed,
Dean of Students Bruce

Reitman met with Lockhart.
Reitman advised Lockhart on
what could be included in a formal grievance.
Lockhart filed the grievance
with Reitman Monday, Nov. 21.
Reitman then met with Poth
and Pullen.
In
conversations
with
Lockhart, Poth accepted that
the election had violated the
constitution. “The constitution
was undeniably violated,”
Lockhart said.
Lockhart said she had not
spoken to Pullen.

A new election was then
required, but both Lockhart
and Petko declined to run
again. “Everybody else who was
in the running has withdrawn,
so it became somewhat of a
moot point,” Reitman said.
Nigon and Traub will be the
group’s co-presidents starting
next semester.
There was initially discussion
of naming Nigon and Traub
interim presidents, with another election taking place next
semester, but Poth, Pullen and
Lockhart all agreed to not hold

another election.
“It’s been resolved to everybody’s contentment,” Reitman
said.
Poth and Pullen informed the
other directional staff members
of the decision Tuesday, Dec. 6.
Pullen
said
Reitman’s
involvement was necessary
because Lockhart had not
raised the issue with the group’s
leaders. “It was never addressed
internally,” Pullen said.
The settlement avoided the
need to bring the case to the
Tufts
Community
Union

Judiciary.
Lockhart will keep her position on the directional staff
next semester as the One Day
Events Chair. She said she feels
comfortable remaining in the
group’s leadership. “I don’t feel
like my legitimacy as a D-Staff
member is in question,” she
said.
The directional staff is currently reviewing the constitution, but no changes have yet
been made. “It’s not going to
get finished until next semester,” Pullen said.

Putting his sailboat, research on ice

OFF THE HILL | UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

Professor gets a nice slap
to his big fat face for e-mail
BY

KATIE LOHRENZ

University Daily Kansan

University of Kansas professor Paul Mirecki resigned from
his position as chairman of the
department of religious studies
Wednesday. He will continue to
teach in the department.
Mirecki, who joined the KU
faculty in 1989, drew criticism
from University of Kansas officials and state legislators in the
last two weeks after e-mails he
had sent to a mailing list
became public.
In the e-mails, he made
remarks about Christian fundamentalists that some considered offensive, including one
message that the intelligent
design class he planned to
teach in the spring would serve
as a “nice slap” in the “big fat
face” of religious fundamentalists. He apologized and canceled the class last week.
On
Monday
morning,
Mirecki reported to the
Douglas
County
Sheriff ’s
Department that two men had
beat him with their fists and a
metal object in the head, shoulders and back. He said the
attackers referenced the intelligent
design
controversy.
Mirecki spent between three
and four hours at Lawrence
Memorial Hospital.
Mirecki submitted his resignation letter to Barbara
Romzek, interim dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences. He said in the letter
that he decided to resign as

departmental
chairman
because of the controversy. He
also said colleagues in the
department recommended that
he step down.
Romzek said in a statement
that she was in discussions
with religious studies faculty
about appointing an interim
chairperson.
“This allows the department
to focus on what’s most important — teaching, research and
service — and to minimize the
distractions of the last couple
of weeks,” she said.
Andrew Stangl, a junior president of the Society of OpenMinded Atheists and Agnostics,
the 121-person student group
for which Mirecki serves as faculty adviser, said Mirecki told
him on Tuesday that he would
step down as department
chairman.
“It’s just another symptom of
what’s been going on the last
couple of weeks,” said Stangl.
“As a result of Dr. Mirecki sharing private opinions of his, he
became public enemy numberone in the eyes of the
Legislature.”
State Sen. Karin Brownlee (ROlathe),
who
met
with
Chancellor Robert Hemenway
in Topeka, Kan., about Mirecki’s
class before it was canceled,
said, “My goal was not to see
him resign or anything like
that. My goal was to assure
that, should the course be
taught, it be taught will all persee RESIGN, page 4
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Can you smell what the RD is
cookin’?
An unidentified Tufts student was placed on a one-semester
suspension probation after an altercation between him and his
Resident Director (RD). There were conflicting stories from both
sides, but the general consensus was that the student irritated the
RD by refusing to obey dorm rules and identify himself. The two
got into a physical fight and, according to the RD, the student
pummeled him in the face four times. The student accused the RD
of being forceful and threatening. Dean of Students Bruce Reitman
said that up until that point, there had been eight incidences of
members of the Tufts community involved in physical combat.

MARKETS

WEATHER FORECAST

CHRIS WALKER/KRT

Doug MacAyeal rows out to his sailboat so he can put it away while he travels to Antarctica to study
icebergs. The University of Chicago professor is shown in Chicago, Illinois, in October 2005.

OFF THE HILL | UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

An icy reception for new security supervisor
BY

MATT PILON

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

It’s a cold Saturday night as
eight student security supervisors gather on the steps of
Dickinson Hall at the University
of Massachusetts.
Carrying radios, flashlights,
and binders full of paperwork,
the group disperses in various
directions, beginning a sevenhour shift that end at 3 a.m.
Junior criminal justice major
Bryan J. Luszczki heads toward
Southwest Residential Area with
a group of three other supervisors. He has agreed to let this
reporter walk with him as he
makes his rounds.
A recent ABC broadcast featuring the university as the most
dangerous university of its size
has left students, faculty, and the
public wondering how accurately the report represents the flagship campus. The ABC broadcast was closely preceded by an
announcement by Michael
Gargano, vice chancellor of student affairs and campus life, that
the university would be hiring a
private security company,
Securitas, to supplement resi-

Tomorrow

dence hall security throughout
Southwest and in parts of
Central Residential Area.
Luszczki explained that most
Securitas officers are at their
posts from 3 to 8 p.m. Thursday
through Saturday. Student residence hall security monitors
take over after 8 p.m., but
Securitas officers remain in certain dormitories until 3 a.m.
A short time into our walk, the
smell of marijuana permeated
the air outside of Thoreau dormitory in Southwest. Luszczki
sniffed the air and explained
that security supervisors are
“not authorized to determine
that smell.” Contrary to common perception, student security supervisors are responsible
only for enforcing the sign-in
policy in dormitory lobbies and
ensuring the safety of the desk
monitors.
Upon exiting Emerson dormitory, also in Southwest, Luszczki
encountered a man urinating in
plain view.
“Are you aware that public
urination is against the law?”
Luszczki asked, shining a flashlight on the man.
He explained to the man that

Sunday

Monday

if a police cadet or officer had
witnessed him, he could be put
on the sex offender registry.
The man nodded a belligerent
affirmative, and we were on our
way to Cance dormitory.
Luszczki
explained
that
Southwest dormitories and
Baker Hall in Central have been
classified as “problem dorms.”
These dormitories are staffed by
Securitas officers, with whom
guests are required to sign in.
After 8 p.m., guests who left and
came back were required to sign
in with the student security
monitors.
Some guests returning from the
311 concert at the Mullins
Center complained about signing in for a second time.
“What’s the difference?” one
guest asked impatiently as
Luszczki struggled to keep
crowds from walking past the
monitor desk in a Southwest
low-rise dormitory. Many members of the crowd responded
with “I live here.” Luszczki
demanded their IDs while telling
others who had already signed
in earlier to remain in the lobby
until their hosts could “escort
them upstairs.”

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Yesterday’s close

T

55.79

T

5.55

DOW JONES

Today
Friday, December 9

9,659.13

NASDAQ
2,246.46

Rain/Snow
High 36
Low 25
Snow likely in the morning...then
snow in the afternoon. Total
accumulation of 4 to 8 inches.
Cold with highs in the lower 30s.
.

Partly cloudy/Wind
35/29

Partly cloudy
38/24

Partly cloudy
36/23

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

“

This year my
family is going
to see my grandfather
in the middle of
nowhere.

”

Laurel Schrementi

Sophomore

Mostly sunny
28/19

Partly cloudy/wind
28/23

Partly cloudy
33/31

see page 3
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What to do when that microbrewing class is overbooked
BY

MAGGIE CHAITMAN
Senior Staff Writer

SARINA BAINS/TUFTS DAILY

According to Registrar and Student Services
Manager JoAnn Smith, SIS’s waitlist feature
is often misused or not used at all.

Before Tisch was buzzing with the
energy of finals, students rushed to the
library for a different reason — to log on
to SIS and register for spring classes.
On Nov. 15, sophomore Jamie Kraut
sat anxiously in the library waiting for
her registration time to come. “There
were so many classes that looked
incredibly interesting,” she said. “But I
was concerned that with upperclassmen
priority, most of them would already be
closed by the time I got to register.”
Kraut’s concerns were confirmed
when she was closed out of her three top
course choices, U.S. Foreign Policy in

the
Middle
East,
European
Contemporary Politics and Force,
Strategy and Arms Control.
Frustrating experiences with registration are common for international relations majors like Kraut. According to
Registrar and Student Services Manager
JoAnn Smith, the University has experienced a rise in the number of political
science and international relations
majors in recent years. With increased
interest in these departments, many of
the courses they offer reach enrollment
capacity early in the registration period.
While departments like political science and international relations attempt
to meet increased demand by adding
additional sections to popular courses,

Smith said that many departments are
limited in their ability to expand.
“If you have to add three more sections, you need three more faculty members to be able to teach that course,” she
said.
Smith cited limited classroom space
as a further restriction on enrollment.
“Space on campus is another huge limitation,” she said. “We don’t have the luxury of saying, ‘Go ahead, bump up your
enrollment; we’re going to find another
room for you.’”
According to Director of the
Entrepreneurial
Leadership
(ELS)
Program Pamela Goldberg, ELS 101 was
see REGISTRATION, page 4

Underclassmen can get left out in the cold
In the sometimes grueling process of
registration, freshmen often seem to be hit
the hardest, as their late registration dates
cause them to be closed out of classes they
are interested in.
“It’s the freshmen with second day registration times where I hear the most disappointment,” said Frances Chew, director of
American Studies and professor of biology.
“It interferes with people’s ability to explore
at that stage of the game when they really
need to explore.”
Freshmen are often the most ambivalent about their initial registration choices,
because most have not decided a major
and are only beginning to figure out what
their interests are.
Chew, as a freshman advisor, understands this predicament. “It’s very hard
when you are a freshmen to honor the
twin principles of taking something in a
direction you think you might major in, and
also take something you’ve never had
exposure to before,” she said. “You don’t
necessarily have a basis for selecting courses.”
Sophomore Dara Kanowitz agreed.
“Why does the University allow underclass-

men to be shunted into the least desirable
classes while they are the students currently
making their concentration decisions?” she
said.
The majority of Chew’s advisees’ registration problems are related to the Spanish
and English departments, with students
unable to fulfill language requirements and
the required English 1 and 2.
Some adjustments to the process of registering for an English class may alleviate
this issue. Registrar and Student Services
Manager JoAnn Smith said that, if a student
were unable to sign up for an English class
in years past, he or she would have had to
go to class on the first day of the semester
and try to convince a professor to squeeze
him or her into a full section. This year, the
registrar worked closely with the English
department to address this problem.
“The English department came to Eaton
Hall [where freshmen register for fall classes] on Sept. 3, and if a student couldn’t get
into a class, they would get fit into an
English department [class] right there,”
Smith said.
Registration becomes less problematic
as students get older, according to Chew,

CAMPUS COMMENT

What aspects of winter break appeal to Jumbos?

“

After all the stress of finals, it feels
good to go home to relax and feel comfortable — especially since I don’t get to
go home a lot.

ARIANNE BAKER

Daily Editorial Board

”

Junior

“

I wish people were less concerned
about being politically correct and representing every religion equally. I’m Jewish,
but I don’t really care if Hanukkah gets
equal airtime as Christmas does.

”

Benjamin Brooks
Sophomore

“

My family still gets presents from
Santa — my mom tells my brother that
people who believe in Santa get more
presents than people who don’t, so he still
believes.

”

Sylvia Malone
Tulane senior

“

I’m looking forward to going home
more this year than I was last year,
because I didn’t feel like I was ready to
leave yet then. Now I’m really
excited.

”

Laurel Schrementi

Sophomore

could not complete the minor because they
could not fit all the courses into their
schedule.
Students also express concerns about
being unable to complete majors or minors
in other departments. Junior Daniel
Mencher is a Spanish major who was waitlisted for a Spanish class that he was interested in taking.
“The fact that I did not get into a
Spanish class because it was filled was particularly inconvenient because I am majoring in Spanish,” he said.
When determining final enrollment,
American Studies Lecturer John Hodgman
gives priority to seniors and ELS minors. He
asks for resumes from students, which he
uses to assign group project teams, as well
as to determine which students should
have priority for enrollment.
“If a student is seeking a minor in ELS
and this is the last semester to take the ELS
101 requirement, I try to accommodate
him or her,” he said. “I also try to accommodate last-semester seniors for whom this
is the final opportunity to take an entrepreneurship course.”
—Maggie Chaitman

After hibernating in the library, break
gives students time to releax at home
BY

Genna Saltzman

ALL PHOTOS BY ARIANNE BAKER

who has upperclassmen advisees in both
the biology and American Studies departments. Each year, students register at a progressively earlier time than the year before,
and are therefore able to enter classes
before they are filled to capacity.
“Once you’re into a major I think there
is a lot more flexibility,” she said.
Registration limitations can be especially
disconcerting for sophomores and juniors
who plan to go abroad, however. Although
Director of the Entrepreneurial Leadership
Program Pamela Goldberg acknowledges
these concerns, she believes it is possible
for students who go abroad to complete
the Entrepreneurial Leadership (ELS) minor.
Some students are even able to work
on their minor while they are away:
Goldberg said that “a number of students
studying abroad are finding entrepreneurship courses that they can take and transfer
the credit.”
Furthermore, when students return
from abroad, they often find it easier to get
into classes, due to their senior status.
“Seniors are never turned away from classes,” Goldberg said. She does acknowledge,
however, a few cases of students who

Tonight, students will lose their
clothes in the freezing temperatures
and run around in circles. While the
annual naked quad run (and, er,
Nighttime Quad Reception) may not
be the typical reaction to the beginning of finals, it does show how excited Jumbos are that the semester has
come to a close.
After finals are completed, students
utilize their winter break in different
ways — as a month of blissful relaxation, a chance to work, an opportunity to carry on holiday traditions, or
some combination of all three. Many
students are simply looking forward to
seeing their families.
“I’m really looking forward to going
home, seeing my parents and spending a lot of time with the rest of my
family,” junior Genna Saltzman said.
“We usually go visit my grandparents, and this year my family is going
to see my grandfather in the middle of
nowhere in Mississippi, which will be
really relaxing,” sophomore Laurel
Schrementi said.
For Tulane students studying at
Tufts, winter break will be the beginning of the return to New Orleans. “I’ll
be getting ready to go back to Tulane,”
senior Sylvia Malone said. “But over
break, it’ll be good to see my family,
my brother, and all of my friends from
home.”
“I’m definitely looking forward to
seeing my friends and getting out of
the cold for a little bit,” senior Morgan
Katz said. “But all of my stuff was
destroyed [at Tulane], so it’s going to
be a little stressful — I have to go back
and figure something out for where

I’m going to live.”
The central factor for every student
was the chance to see their friends
from home. “I think people are excited
to see their friends from high school,
but it’s bittersweet, because you’re
leaving your good friends from Tufts
and the life you have here,” Saltzman
said.
Like several other students,
Schrementi is looking forward to all of
her family traditions. “I’m really excited to go to Chicago with my family and
see all of the Christmas trees at the
Science and Industry Museum,” she
said. “We’ve been going there every
year since I was little, so it’s a little
nostalgic.”
“My family usually goes out for
Chinese food on Christmas Eve, so
that’ll be fun,” sophomore Benjamin
Brooks said. “But I got food poisoning
at the place we went to last year, so we
probably won’t be going to that restaurant again.”
“I’m a huge Christmas-morning fan,
so I’m really excited,” Malone said.
“My brother still believes in Santa, so I
still get presents from him.”
“My family is huge — like 30 people
— so we have a tradition where we all
drive to Wal-Mart on Christmas Eve
with $20,” Katz said. “We have an hour
and a half to buy presents for everyone
else, and it’s a lot of fun!”
“There’s no stress before Christmas,
and everyone gets a lot of little presents,” she added. “Plus, all your shopping is over in an hour and a half.”
“I do wish there was less stress overall [during the holidays],” Malone said.
“All of your family members get
stressed out, and it stresses you out. I
think there’s too much pressure on
everyone to be happy.”
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Waitlist currently underused, registrar says
REGISTRATION
continued from page 3

filled to capacity by the end of
the first day of registration. A
second section was added,
which was filled to capacity
only two days later — before
many students were even
cleared to register.
Goldberg has been asked to
add additional sections of other
ELS classes, but the program
does not currently have the
resources to do so. “We are limited by both funding and by the
number of qualified adjunct
faculty,” she said.
Unlike most other departments in both the School of
Arts and Sciences and the
School of Engineering, the ELS
Program is not funded by the
University.
“Therefore, we need to
fundraise for everything that
we have in the program and
also for everything that we
add,” Goldberg said. “We are
fairly entrepreneurial in that we
do a great deal with little funding, but we do not want to compromise the quality just to
address demand for the courses.”
American Studies Lecturer
John Hodgman teaches the
entrepreneurship courses ELS
101
and
American
Entrepreneurship. This semester alone, he has received
inquiries about enrollment
from 11 students who were not
able to enroll in the classes.
“My advice to them has been
that they should come to the
first class on Jan. 19,” Hodgman
said. “Usually I find that some
students who had registered
change their minds and drop
the course, so I may have some
vacancies.”
The waitlist feature is utilized
by many students who are

closed out of classes that they
wish to take. However, the waitlist feature is often misused or
not used at all, according to
Smith.
“The culture has been at
Tufts not to deal with the waitlist,” she said. “We want that to
change.”
Often, students who are
unable to get into classes don’t
bother to register during their
assigned registration time, and
then wait and add/drop all of
their courses on the first day of
the semester.
As it works now, registration
opens in mid-November for
students to register for spring
classes. It then closes again, so
that students are unable to
access SIS registration until a
few weeks later, when registration is temporarily re-opened
for students to make changes to
their schedule.
When this second period of
registration ends, online registration closes permanently and
students can only make further
changes to their spring schedule by adding or dropping
classes using paper add/drop
forms.
Smith recognizes the flaws of
this system: “If the system is
shut down and you’re not able
to drop courses, no one is coming off the waitlist, so what is
the point?”
Extending online registration
to reopen over winter break and
stay open until the deadline for
dropping classes would facilitate the proper use of the waitlist, according to Smith.
“Students wouldn’t have to
wait until the first day of classes
to drop, and if there were classes that were still open, they
would be able to register online
for them,” Smith said. “We are
moving towards actually having
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that waitlist be meaningful.”
Extending online registration
in this manner would involve
making add/drop automated,
rather than having students
add and drop classes on paper,
as is the case now.
With extended online registration
and
automated
add/drop, professors would be
better prepared to deal with
over-demand
for
courses
because they’d have the ability
to more accurately track registration patterns.
“Many undergraduates sign
up for more courses than they
want to take,” said Frances
Chew, director of American
Studies and a professor of biology. “The enrollment of all
classes drops by 20 to 25 percent, having only to do with
that alone.”
In Chew’s experience, if professors add more sections to
accommodate
the
initial
demand for courses, they often
end up with half-full sections at
the start of the semester.
Smith believes that for students of all years, registration
issues are often solved once the
semester begins and add/drop
takes place. “Once add/drop
comes along, ultimately everyone does get into what they
need,” she said.
Still, some students are
weary.
“Of course I will show up to
the first class and attempt to be
added, but this always proves to
be a long and sometimes fruitless process,” said sophomore
Dara Kanowitz, who fears she
will be forced to signed up for
classes that she has little interest in.
“Why pay all this money for
college to be prevented from
pursuing my interests?” she
said.

Virtual comments lead to
real life trouble for professor
RESIGN
continued from page 2

spectives fairly represented in
the classroom.”
Brownlee added, “The issue
became quite a firestorm.”
Mirecki declined to comment.
“I’m not talking to any
media anymore,” he said.
“They call every 15 minutes.”
On Monday, Mirecki called
the controversy an “unwelcome hurricane,” citing the
more than 2,000 e-mails he
received in the last couple of
weeks. He said the “vast
majority” of the messages
were supportive. Mirecki’s
voice mail in his Smith Hall
office has been full for days.
Mirecki hasn’t been around
the office much, but this hasn’t stopped reporters from
roaming Smith Hall searching
for him and anyone else willing to talk, said Margaret
Rausch, assistant professor of
religious studies, whose office
sits directly below Mirecki’s.
Dennis Dailey, professor
emeritus of the School of
Social Welfare, said it’s not
easy being in the middle of a
public controversy. Dailey
speaks from experience.
In 2003, State Sen. Susan
Wagle (R-Wichita), accused
Dailey on the Senate floor of
promoting pedophilia and
showing pornographic videotapes in class, among other
things, in his human sexuality
class. The University of
Kansas investigated the class
found her accusations to be
unfounded.
Dailey said he was fright-

ened for his family when he
received eight to 10 anonymous death threats during his
ordeal.
“I wasn’t scared by the person who made all the fuss in
the Legislature,” he said. “I
was scared of wackos who
might strike out against me.
I’m just thankful nothing happened.”
He said he was alarmed by
Mirecki’s alleged beating,
“It’s just a very frightening
business that people would
turn to violence in this situation,” he said.
Rausch said she last saw
Mirecki at the religious studies department’s monthly faculty meeting on Monday and
noticed “big swollen spots” on
his face.
“It transformed his face,” she
said.
Seniors Jesse Plous and
Tiffany Jeffers are enrolled in
Mirecki’s Dead Sea Scrolls
class. They said they didn’t
notice bruises or scratches
when they met for class at
12:30 p.m. Monday.
Junior Lindsay Mayer,
another student in the class,
said she might have seen a
small bruise on the side of his
face, but said injuries weren’t
extremely noticeable.
Mirecki didn’t show up for
class on Wednesday. The students said Mirecki had never
mentioned the controversy in
class.
“It’s a good class, it really
is,” said Plous. “It’s too bad
he’s been steeped in controversy. I hope it pans out for
the guy.”

OFF THE HILL | U. MICHIGAN

U. Michigan fraternity punished
BY

CARISSA MILLER
Michigan Daily

The University of Michigan’s Zeta
Beta Tau fraternity has been suspended
from the Interfraternity Council after an
investigation found the fraternity guilty
of hazing, the council announced
Wenesday.
The suspension comes after the
Hazing Task Force and the Greek
Activities Review Panel investigated two
separate complaints of hazing brought
against ZBT. The investigations produced sufficient evidence that the fraternity violated greek hazing rules, IFC
spokesman Jon Krasnov said.
“The IFC reaffirms its position that
hazing is inconsistent with the values
and principles of greek life and will not
be tolerated in the greek community at
the University,” Krasnov said in a statement released yesterday.
In keeping with its bylaws, GARP,
which conducts hearings and imposes
sanctions on houses that violate greek
social and hazing policies, has imposed
several sanctions on the fraternity, said
Chris Haughee, assistant director of the
University’s Office of Greek Life.
In addition to the one-year suspension prohibiting ZBT from attending IFC
meetings and from participating in
events and programs of the greek community, as well as a public admonishment at last night’s IFC meeting, ZBT
must develop and facilitate a GARPapproved hazing education program.
This program will be presented to the
members of the IFC and the Panhellenic
Association next year, Haughee said.
Haughee said that at the end of the
suspension period, GARP will hold a
hearing to determine whether ZBT has
complied with the conditions of the suspension. If it is found that ZBT failed to
comply with the sanctions, GARP can
extend the suspension period.

While specific details of the violations
remain confidential, the hazing
involved humiliation and excessive eating, drinking and exercise, Dean of
Students Sue Eklund said.
The hazing victims were pledges, she
added.
Haughee said GARP and the IFC have
notified ZBT’s national organization of
the campus chapter’s hazing violations.
The national organization, however, has
not imposed further restrictions on the
house, he said.
The allegations brought against ZBT
are the first against any organization in
the greek community this semester,
Eklund said.
“The greek community has worked
hard to reduce, if not eliminate, hazing
this year, with their educational website
and programs for new members,”
Eklund said. “I think it’s had a good
impact, because in addition to few
accusations, there have been many
fewer rumors about hazing this year.”
Amber Leigh Lowden, a member of
the Hazing Task Force, agreed.
“I think we are taking important steps
to let the community know that there
are more effective ways to welcome new
members to an organization than hazing,” Lowden said. “People have been
more vocal about hazing, and for the
campus to be so alert now is very
encouraging, especially after last semester.”
Two greek organizations — the Alpha
Epsilon Phi sorority and the Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity — also faced charter
revocations from their national organizations last semester because of hazing
and risk management allegations. Last
February, GARP also suspended Sigma
Alpha Epsilon from the IFC and placed
the fraternity on an additional 15 weeks
of social probation due to the organization’s continued violations of the greek
social policy.
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Some senators productive, others resign
This semester saw both ups and
downs for the TCU Senate.
A few of the Senate’s key projects came to fruition. President Jeff
Katzin’s proposed changes to the
housing lottery system were enacted, after student approval was
expressed through an online survey
and approval was granted from the
Office of Residential Life and
Learning.
The Senate also passed a resolution urging the University administration to fund an extended wireless network on campus and is still
working towards meeting its goals
of having extended wireless next
semester.
Senior Senator Rafi Goldberg’s

idea to have a stipend for students
in need who do summer internships was also a success. Part of
the $100 million Omidyar gift will
be used for his plan.
Some shaky events, though,
occurred within the Senate itself. In
October two senators — senior
Athena Bogis and freshman
Andrew Lee — resigned. Senior
Kate Drizos and freshman Matt
LaPolice replaced Bogis and Lee,
respectively.
This past week, junior Ivan
Nurminsky was forced to resign
after missing too many Senate
meetings. He will be replaced in
the spring.
— Kristen Sawicki

Longtime city incumbent can’t handle
the competition
Political newcomer Rebekah
Gewirtz knocked off 22-year
incumbent Jack Connolly for the
Ward 6 Board of Aldermen seat on
the second Tuesday in November.
Gewirtz — the vice chair of the
Ward 6 Democratic City
Committee and the co-founder
and former chair of the Progressive
Democrats of Somerville — defeated Connolly 1,111 votes to 955.
Connolly’s last opposed election
was in 1997, and he is largely credited with developing the Davis
Square area. Before the election,
Connolly ran on his experience in a
failed attempt to hold onto his

seat.
Gewirtz emphasized the need
for affordable housing, subway
extension to Somerville and public
school funding. One aspect of her
candidacy that gave Gewirtz a certain appeal to Ward 6 voters was a
willingness to stand up to developers.
“I’m looking forward to working with the community to make
sure that any project or development in Davis Square is something
that the neighbors want,” Gewirtz
said. “The business community is a
very important part of our city.”
— Judy Wexler

What is it Good For? Absolutely nothing

MIKE CONROY/TUFTS DAILY

Speakers gave different takes
on issues of war this semester.
The United States is an “impatient Mars” and Europe is a
“patient Venus,” Hans Blix told
attendees of the Non-Proliferation
of Weapons of Mass Destruction
conference at the Fletcher School
in October. The former head of
the weapons inspection for the
United Nations urged critical thinking and prudence on the part of
world leaders as they move forward with programs of threat
reduction.
Tickets rapidly sold out for
another controversial figure,
author Salman Rushdie, who discussed life as a writer and as a
man condemned to death by
Ayatollah Khomeini. “Great literature doesn’t happen when there is
no risk. It happens at the edges,”
he said.
Comedian Al Franken discussed
risk in Iraq and criticized the Bush
Administration in November.
“They said we would be greeted
with flowers, leaving out the very
important adjective: exploding,”
he said.

Historian Howard Zinn took a
more serious tone in condemning
the Iraq war. “We cannot depend
on the leaders of the United States
to stop a war that is killing several
million people ...Their interests are
opposed to the interests of ordinary human beings,” he said.
Paul Rusesabagina, no stranger
to risk and turmoil, and the inspiration for the film “Hotel
Rwanda,” explained what it was
like to see genocide unfold and
the international community do
nothing about it. “We trusted the
United Nations...Everyone decided
to pull out, to abandon a nation
to thieves, to gangsters, to
thugs,” he said.
“Murderball” star Mark Zupan
came to speak about a different
kind of war: quadriplegic wheelchair rugby. Zupan is one of the
stars of the U.S. national team,
and he told the audience about
his struggle to adjust to life on
wheels. “You’re given only one
hand to play, and you can either
play or fold,” he said. “I chose to
play.”
— Bruce Hamilton

Mark Zupan

Leaders who can
make cartoons
Administrators are considering
changes to Tufts’ image and
assessing the creativity ability of
its applicants.
“Tufts does not have a strong
identity,” Vice President for
University Relations Mary Jeka
said. “People struggle to answer
what defines Tufts.”
Last January the University
hired an outside marketing consultant, Mark Neustadt, to help
answer that question. Neustadt
presented his findings at the
Nov. 5 Board of Trustees meeting.
After nine months of
research, interviews and focus
groups, Neustadt concluded the
University’s communications
strategy should be embodied in
the statement: “Tufts is a university focused on new leaders for a
changing world.”
Along similar lines, Robert
Sternberg, the new dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences,
gave students a preview of his
priorities and plans.
In addition to analytic intelligence, Sternberg said two other
kinds of intelligence matter: creative intelligence and practical
intelligence. Creative skills are
necessary to be an innovative
leader, and practical skills are the
means to “make ideas work,” he
said.
Students applying to become
members of Tufts’ Class of 2011
may be asked to fill in the empty
speech bubbles of a cartoon or
write a creative story in addition
to providing their SAT scores.
— Bryan Prior

JEFF CHEN/TUFTS DAILY

Tulane students Scott Seidman and Chris Look, center right, listen to Dean of Students Bruce Reitman during an orientation session in September in Dowling Hall.

Tulane students crash at Tufts for a semester
After Hurricane Katrina closed
Tulane University, some Tulane students found refuge at Tufts.
Students started arriving at Tufts
on Thursday, Sept. 8 and began
attending classes the following
week.
A total of 40 Tulane students
spent the semester at Tufts.
Seventeen lived on campus with
Tufts students who agreed to host
them.
As Tulane University plans to
reopen its doors Jan. 7, all Tulane
students who Tufts admitted are

planning to return to their school.
In addition to hosting Tulane students, the Tufts community has
reached out in many ways to those
affected by the hurricane.
The Cummings School of
Veterinary Medicine sent packages
of supplies and drugs to protect the
animals affected by the hurricane.
Students in Professor Molly
Mead’s “Innovative Non-Profits” Ex
College class organized a universityto-university relief effort with
Grambling State University in
Louisiana. The class sent shoeboxes

full of goods.
Students Jason Karp, Jordan
Marton, Daniel Stuckey and Nick
Haslett launched www.studentsdonate.org to encourage and facilitate
student donations to the hurricane
relief effort.
Barry Cukor, a 1993 Tufts graduate, was working at the Tulane
University Medical Center when
Hurricane Katrina slammed into New
Orleans, La. He spent six days working around the clock to keep the
patients, and himself, alive.
— Marc Raifman
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Ang Lee’s “Brokeback Mountain” is a touching
and sensitive portrayal of a gay love story

MOVIE REVIEW

At home on the range

BY STEPHEN

BLAKER

Daily Staff Writer

Director Ang Lee’s new film,
“Brokeback Mountain,” is causing an uproar among conserva-

Brokeback Mountain
Starring Heath Ledger, Jake
Gyllenhaal
Directed by Ang Lee

FOCUS FEATURES

“What do gay horses eat?” “Heeeeeeeyyyyyyy.”

tives across the country. The film
follows latter-day cowboys Ennis
Del Mar (Heath Ledger) and Jack
Twist (Jake Gyllenhaal) as they
spend the summer of 1963 on
Wyoming’s Brokeback Mountain
and tells of their subsequent
relationship. Fueling the aforementioned controversy, this
relationship is not merely platonic;
instead
“Brokeback
Mountain” is a gay love story.
Based on Pulitzer Prize winner Annie Proulx’s New Yorker
short story of the same name,
the movie elaborates on the 35 page tale, creating an environment with fleshed-out situations
and characters. While staying
true to the source material, it
adds much to the dense short
story without detracting from it.
Jack and Ennis are temps for
rancher Joe Aguirre (Randy
Quaid) in Signal, Wyo. They
spend a summer on Brokeback,

herding sheep around the
mountain while sleeping in two
separate camps: Jack with the
sheep and Ennis at the base
camp. The first morning that
they meet begins their relationship subtly, with Jack eyeing
Ennis up and down in a side
view mirror in his truck.
The quiet of the film begins
from the first frame, a gorgeous
nature shot. This first frame and
its gravity set the scene for what
will be an utterly solemn film.
By the end of summer, Jack
and Ennis have entered into a
full-fledged relationship. Ennis,
the first night after having relations with Jack, tells him, “I ain’t
queer.” Never again in the film
does Ennis openly acknowledge
the possibility of being gay.
Instead it is implicit throughout
the film, as the two move back to
their respective homes and do
not meet again for four years.
In that time, Ennis marries
Alma (Michelle Williams, soon
to be Ledger’s real wife) and has
two children. Jack goes back to
Texas to try and develop his
rodeo career and there catches
the eye of a rodeo queen, Lureen
Newsome (Anne Hathaway).
Jack goes on to have a child with
Lureen and works in her rich
father’s business.
The two men’s unhappiness is
clear in both marriages. In one
see BROKERBACK, page 9

ALBUM REVIEW

TV REVIEW

Time to fixate Shakira’s new disc

‘Daisy Does America,’ but new
import fails to be next Ali G

“Oral Fixation, Vol. 2” brings Shakira to the unilingual
BY JOHN

REED

Daily Staff Writer

When Shakira dropped “Fijación Oral,
Vol. 1” last June, it wasn’t the long awaited follow-up to 2001’s smash album

Oral Fixation, Vol. 2
Shakira

Epic Records

“Laundry Service” that many American
Shakira fans were expecting. Not that
“Fijación Oral, Vol. 1” wasn’t an ambitious and grandiose record (it was), but
the non-English lyrics that graced the
album may have been lost on the U.S.
CD-buying public (although “Laundry
Service” did have several tracks with
Spanish lyrics). Consequently, Shakira
didn’t rack up the sales numbers that she
may have expected. Rectifying this
dilemma, she has now released the
album’s sequel, English-language “Oral
Fixation, Vol. 2.”
It’s hard not to be mesmerized by
Shakira as a performer. Her belly dancing
and hip gyrations are cobra-like and

exotic and her vocals evocative. After
years of international acclaim, she
stormed through to U.S. success in 2001.
Her tangy singles (and videos)
“Whenever, Wherever” and “Objection
(Tango)” and a headlining tour (at the
hockey arena level) showed her to be one
of the most vigorous performers around.
She has also proved herself to be a risk
taker. While she could have easily followed the formula of “Laundry Service”
— which would have guaranteed more
mainstream chart success — she instead
employs a myriad of styles and instrumental arrangements. As both “Oral
Fixation” releases prove, she is not coy
about experimenting.
The album opener “How Do You Do”
features Shakira flanked by a chorus with
lyrics entwined in religious overtones
that make you wonder if Shakira has
been spinning some old Charlotte
Church CDs in her spare time.
Shakira chases away any fears of
placidness as she gets down and dirty on
“Don’t Bother” (the CD’s first single),
turning catty and sarcastic over another
female who rivals her for the attention of
her “significant other.”
Elsewhere, Shakira proves that she has
not lost a bit of her sassiness and ability
to share her raw feelings. She throws out
some subtle anti-war statements in the
distinctive “Timor” (a loose reference to
embattled nation East Timor). On the
ferocious cut “Animal City,” she refers to
planet Earth as a “cannibal world” in a
somewhat cynically laced view of life.
Her collaboration with Carlos Santana
on “Illegal” offers some interesting, yet
unpredicted, results. Those expecting the
Santana from “Smooth,” with its burning,
forceful solos, may be surprised. With its
slow tempo, “Illegal” seems restrained,
while atmospheric backing licks and
solos from Santana emphasize a mournful tale of rejection.

EPIC RECORDS

Shakira advocates oral fixations and apple
stealing.

see SHAKIRA, page 8

BY JUSTIN

CHIUMENTI

Daily Staff Writer

After HBO’s import of “Da Ali G
Show” became a cult hit in America
and even managed to pick up three

Daisy Does America
Starring Daisy Donovan
Tuesdays at 10 p.m. on TBS

Emmy nominations, one might have
expected the airwaves would be overrun with fake wannabe-rappers pestering government officials and celebrities
alike with moronic questions.
Thankfully, this has not been the
case, which probably owes to the fact
that no other comedian would be able
to match Sacha Baron Cohen’s deadpan
delivery. The one comedian who comes
close, though, unsurprisingly hails
from the U.K. as well. Daisy Donovan
premiered on TBS Tuesday night with
her new show, “Daisy Does America,”
and although she can’t quite fill
Cohen’s shoes, she does pull off a
somewhat entertaining half-hour segment nonetheless.
“Daisy Does America” is, as the name
would imply, a series focused around
Donovan as she travels through parts of
America (more specifically the
Midwest, at least so far) and takes on
peculiar professions, gently mocking
herself and her fellow employees all the
while.
In one of the first episodes, Daisy’s
highlighted career path of choice is
that of a bounty hunter (or “bail
enforcer,” as we find out they are officially known). After passing through a
training course of sorts, Daisy attempts
to get hired at several enforcement
firms. Although failing to impress a
stout man in a business suit at her first

WWW.COWFISH.ORG.UK

Comedienne Daisy Donovan’s next trial job
is as a Top Model.
interview, she is later hired by a more
laid-back, casually dressed, rounder
family of purported bounty hunters.
She then partakes in a grand total of
two arrests before saying goodbye to
her employer.
Although the pilot episode probably
didn’t have any viewers rolling in the
proverbial aisles, it was good for a few
laughs. When learning how to handcuff
a suspect, Daisy incessantly asks her
buff, serious instructor about the protocol for handling arrestees. “What if I
just handcuff him to this fence and take
see DAISY, page 9
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SHAKIRA

If Shakira would just put on a sweater, she wouldn’t need to sit so close to the radiator.

With a strong new album, Shakira’s
come a long way from hawking Pepsi
SHAKIRA
continued from page 7

Crooning about a failed relationship
(in other words... he dumped her)
Shakira sorrowfully speaks of unkind
sentiments concerning an ex-beau and is
ripe with accusations of insensitivity. She
opines, “You don’t even know the meaning of the words ‘I’m sorry,’” while intertwining her pain with “Jagged Little Pill”like statements (“You said you would love
me until you died / and as far as I know
you’re still alive”). “Illegal” certainly
makes for one of the more haunting
moments on “Oral Fixation, Vol. 2.”
A notoriously hands-on artist, the
record lists Shakira as a producer. But she

hardly acted alone; the fingerprints of
production guru Rick Rubin (hot off
working with Neil Diamond on his much
ballyhooed “12 Songs”) are all over “Oral
Fixation, Vol. 2,” and he certainly fuels
the powerful tone and sound of the
record. His mere presence on the album
adds to the credibility of the project.
While “Oral Fixation, Vol. 2” may not
be what many were expecting of Shakira,
especially not those who still remember
her as the hip-shaking temptress of the
convenience store clerk in her Pepsi
commercial from a couple years back. It
is a solid piece of work and one of the
more intelligent and ambitious efforts we
have seen in the past year.
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These boots were made for knockin’
BROKEBACK
continued from page 7

telling scene, Ennis and Alma put their
children to sleep and then go to bed. But
as they begin to make love, he flips her
over much as he would Jack and has anal
sex with her. Jack’s melancholy is seen as
he endures disrespect time and time
again by his new father-in-law, who refers
to him as “rodeo.”
Ledger is truly the standout in this
film; he perfectly conveys the reserved
emotions of a conflicted man.
Gyllenhaal’s character, in contrast,
expresses his feelings more openly; at one
point, he suggests that he and Ennis
should run off together and start their
own ranch.
“Brokeback Mountain” weaves together a plot without the use of overbearing
dialogue. The short emotional bursts of
repartee that are shared between Ennis
and Jack are when the film is at its best. By
its conclusion, Lee has masterfully created a work of art, both visually and emotionally. The breathtaking visuals are only
topped by the emotional power of two
leading Hollywood men falling in love.

Nothing in Hollywood has come close
to realizing a gay love story before, and
“Brokeback Mountain” does just that. The
first scene in which Jack and Ennis physically engage is rough, raw and startling.
The subsequent scenes, with the two
wrestling and falling further into the
throes of love, are in the foreground of the
American Midwest in the 1960s, a place
not welcoming to “queers.”
The women in the film also hold their
own. The script gives Hathaway little to
work with as Jack’s wife; she is little more
than a Texas bimbo (the perfect woman
for Jack since he is not really interested in
women), yet plays her part successfully.
Williams does an extraordinary job of
portraying the defeated housewife.
The scenes after Jack and Ennis leave
Brokeback Mountain are when the film
takes its true emotional hold. After first
parting, Ennis gets physically sick in an
alley at the thought of leaving Jack for his
heterosexual life with Elma. No scene is
more powerful than Ledger’s portrayal of
Ennis at this juncture. After breaking
down in the alley, he yells at a passerby
who is merely coming in to make sure

FOCUS FEATURES

As a western, “Brokeback Mountain” rivals the Olson twins’ “How the West Was Fun.”
Ennis is okay. His progression from a man Midwest in the 1960s and poignantly porincapacitated by his love to a man infuri- trays two men in love just as a film would
portray the forbidden love of a man and a
ated by it is harrowing and extreme.
“Brokeback Mountain” may be on peo- woman. None of the criticisms of the film
ple’s must-see film list primarily because have come to weigh on it. The entire cast
of its billing as “that gay cowboy movie.” and director do an absolutely amazing
The film is much more than that — it is a job of translating the less-than-forty page
tribute to and criticism of the American short story into a romantic masterpiece.

Derivative comedy shouldn’t join nightly viewing schedule

Movie Listings

DAISY

Tufts Film
Series
The Longest
Yard (R)
Friday 7:00
Batman
Begins (PG-13)
Saturday 7:00,
10:00, Sunday
2:30

continued from page 7

a break for a few minutes?” she wonders
aloud to harsh words of disapproval.
While having trouble getting her mocksuspect, handcuffed, into the back of the
car during the same training session, she
asks, “Can I just put him in the trunk?
There’s more room anyway,” and
receives the same reply.
It is clear that the producers of “Daisy
Does America” (who happen to be
Courtney Cox and David Arquette) made
a decision early on that the show would
live or die based entirely on the quality of
the jokes and banter that Donovan was
able to produce. This is evident in that,
aside from featuring a mildly famous
British comedian, there is absolutely
nothing extraordinary that happens in
the show.

With a show like Ali G’s, half the fun
lies in the fact that the people Ali interviews are serious and well-respected
newsmakers or members of American
politics. When politicos Ralph Nader and
Pat Buchanan and later James Lipton of
“Inside the Actor’s Studio” were interviewed on the show, all were caught off
guard by Sacha Cohen’s stupidly hilarious form of questioning.
In contrast, “Daisy” has no comparable high-profile names to poke fun at.
Although Daisy is able to pull off a host
of good one-liners about bounty-hunting and the gruff individuals who pursue
it, the effect of the joke is lessened when
the other employees seem to take their
career about as seriously as she does
(which is to say, not very).
Further, this isn’t the high-powered
executive job of “The Apprentice” or

even the auditions for “American Idol,”
which at least require some talent. At
least so far, Daisy hasn’t done anything
that an individual with some free time
and the desire to couldn’t pull off in a
weekend. This may change in next week’s
episode, in which Daisy tries to become
a country music singer, but by the preview, it looks like the same 30 minutes of
cracking jokes at the expense of regular
lower/middle-class Americans. This
shtick was moderately funny the first
time around, but it remains to be seen
how many more episodes can be aired
before viewers tune out.
Fans of the type of humor Sacha
Cohen effectively invented would do
well to skip TBS’s toned down, derivative
attempt at his style and simply get to a
video store: the second season DVD of
“Ali G” was recently released.

Mariah Carey, Kanye West get eight Grammy nods
BY JIM

ABBOTT

Knight Ridder Tribune

Rapper-producer Kanye West and R&B
singer John Legend will share the spotlight with a rock legend and a comeback
kid at the 48th Annual Grammy Awards.
West, Legend and Mariah Carey led the
pack with eight nods each when nominations were announced Thursday in New
York. Winners will be announced in a
prime-time ceremony on Feb. 8 to be
broadcast live from the Staples Center in
Los Angeles.
In the coveted best album category,
Carey’s
strong-selling
“The
Emancipation of Mimi” will compete
against West’s “Late Registration,” U2’s
“How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb,”
Gwen Stefani’s “Love. Angel. Music.
Baby.” and Paul McCartney’s critically
lauded “Chaos and Creation in the
Backyard.”
Carey’s urban-flavored “We Belong
Together” also will vie for best record
against “Feel Good Inc.” by Gorillaz
Featuring De La Soul; the anthemic
“Boulevard Of Broken Dreams” by Green
Day; Stefani’s funky “Hollaback Girl”;
and West’s “Gold Digger,” which references the Ray Charles hit “I Got a
Woman.”
West’s shot at last year’s best-album
award was derailed when the honor went
to Charles’ “Genius Loves Company,” an
album that earned eight awards at last
year’s ceremony.
Carey’s nominations represent a vindication for the performer, whose 1990s
popularity was followed by a rocky career
slide that included erratic behavior and
fading interest in her music. On
Thursday, she told E! Entertainment
Television that “The Emancipation of
Mimi,” which has sold more than 4 million copies to reach No. 2 on this year’s
album-sales chart, was a creation that
came from her heart.
“Finally, I’m just allowed to be me, and
it’s really cool,” she said. “Everything I

went through has made me a stronger
and better person.”
If the nominations were a triumphant
rebound for Carey, they were welcome
industry recognition for Legend, a
smooth-voiced old-school R&B vocalist.
He is up for best new artist, a category
that also includes R&B singer Ciara,
emo-oriented rock band Fall Out Boy,
keyboard-driven Brit popsters Keane and
country group SugarLand.

Common, Destiny’s Child,
Jermaine Dupri, Foo Fighters,
Gorillaz, Neptunes, Brad
Paisley and Gretchen Wilson
all received four nods.
Legend’s “Ordinary People,” composed with Will.i.am of the Black Eyed
Peas, was nominated for best song, a
songwriter’s award. It faces a stylistically
diverse field that includes “Bless The
Broken Road” by country group Rascal
Flatts; “Devils & Dust” by Bruce
Springsteen; “Sometimes You Can’t Make
It On Your Own” by U2; and Carey’s “We
Belong Together.”
“I take it very seriously,” Legend said of
his songwriting. “To get nominated for
that is very gratifying.”
Among the other acts with multiple
nominations were 50 Cent, Beyonce
Knowles and Stevie Wonder, with six
each.
“A Time to Love,” Wonder’s first album
in 10 years, was nominated for best R&B
album.
Although 50 Cent logged the year’s topselling album with “The Massacre,” his six
nominations didn’t include any recognition in major categories.
Missy Elliott, Alicia Keys, Springsteen,
Stefani and U2 each are up for five

awards.
There
was
speculation
that
Springsteen’s subdued solo release might
make the cut for best album, an award
that he has never won. Instead, it was
McCartney that filled the Recording
Academy’s traditional spot for a respected
veteran performer, often one historically
ignored by the Grammys.
Common, Destiny’s Child, Jermaine
Dupri, Foo Fighters, Gorillaz, Neptunes,
Brad Paisley and Gretchen Wilson all
received four nods
Singer Rob Thomas also received a nod
for best male pop vocal performance for
the song “Lonely No More.” The category
also features work by Jack Johnson
(“Sitting, Waiting, Wishing”), Seal (“Walk
On By”), Wonder (“From The Bottom Of
My Heart”) and McCartney (“Fine Line”).
There also was recognition for
“American Idol” alums Kelly Clarkson and
Fantasia Barrino.
Clarkson was nominated for best
female pop vocal performance for “Since
U Been Gone,” and her “Breakaway” is up
for best pop vocal album. Fantasia will vie
for best female R&B vocal performance
for “Free Yourself” and best traditional
R&B
vocal
performance
for
“Summertime.” “Free Yourself” is nominated for best R&B album, and its title
track is up for best R&B song.
In the best-album category, McCartney
likely will face strong competition from
the year’s big commercial hits, which the
Academy’s 12,000 voting members traditionally have loved. In addition to Carey’s
“Emancipation of Mimi,” Stefani’s solo
debut without the band No Doubt also
was a strong enough commercial force to
lift it into contention.
As 50 Cent can attest, however, a hit
album alone isn’t always enough to gain
recognition from the unpredictable
Grammy voters. In what might be perceived as a snub, Coldplay’s “X&Y” was
ignored in the overall album, song and
record categories. The band did receive
three nominations in rock categories.

Pangea
Double Film
Screening
Beyond
Borders (R) and Love Actually (R) Friday
5:30-10:00 in Pearson 106
Somerville Theatre
Derailed (R) 5:00, 7:30, 9:40
A History of Violence (R) 3:45, 5:45,
7:45, 9:45
The Constant Gardener (R) 4:30, 7:00,
9:30
Kiss Kiss, Bang Bang (2000) (R) 4:20,
7:15, 9:20
Loews Harvard Square 5
 Rent (PG-13) 12:00, 3:00, 6:00, 9:00,
12:00 a.m.
Syriana (R) 12:15, 3:15, 6:15, 9:15,
12:05 a.m.
Walk the Line (PG-13) 12:30, 3:30,
6:30, 9:30, 12:10 a.m.
Pride and Prejudice (PG) 12:45, 3:45,
6:45, 9:45
Good Night, and Good Luck (PG) 1:00,
10:00
Capote (R) 4:00, 7:00
Loews Boston Common
 The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe (PG) 11:30 a.m.,
12:30, 1:30, 2:45, 3:45, 4:45, 6:05, 7:00,
8:00, 9:15, 10:15, 11:20, 12:20 a.m.
Aeon Flux (PG-13) 12:05, 2:55, 5:30,
8:20, 11:00
First Descent (PG-13) 3:00, 8:30
The Ice Harvest (R) 11:40 a.m., 2:05,
4:20, 6:45, 9:00, 11:40
In the Mix (PG-13) 10:00
Just Friends (PG-13) 11:25 a.m., 2:00,
4:40, 7:20, 9:45, 12:05 a.m.
Rent (PG-13) 10:55 a.m., 1:55, 4:55,
7:55, 10:55
Syriana (R) 11:15 a.m., 12:15, 2:15,
3:15, 5:15, 6:30, 8:15, 9:30, 11:10, 12:15
a.m.
Yours, Mine and Ours (PG) 11:20 a.m.,
1:40, 4:00, 6:20, 8:50, 11:15
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (PG13) 11:00 a.m., 12:45, 2:30, 4:15, 6:15,
7:45, 10:30
Walk the Line (PG-13) 12:00, 1:15,
3:30, 4:35, 6:40, 7:40, 10:45
Derailed (R) 11:45 a.m., 2:25, 5:00,
7:35, 10:25
Pride and Prejudice (PG) 11:10 a.m.,
1:50, 4:30, 7:10, 10:05
Chicken Little in Disney Digital 3-D (G)
10:50 a.m., 1:05, 3:25, 5:50, 8:40, 10:50
Jarhead (R) 11:50 a.m., 5:40, 11:30
Kiss Kiss, Bang Bang (R) 11:05
Good Night, and Good Luck (PG)
12:10, 3:05, 5:30, 8:20, 10:40
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Condoleezza Rice carried Dick Cheney’s
water to Europe this week, confirming
what has become clear to many observers
over the past three years: the halls of power
and the tender embrace of a simple cowboy have stripped Rice of her principles as
a scholar and of her moral backbone.
Since her conversion from academic
offensive realism to evangelical liberalism
between 2002 and 2003, Rice has essentially adopted the disdain for objective facts
that characterizes the rest of the Bush
administration. She has become as blind in
her support of American foreign policy as
any member of the Bush team. Rice’s
speech in support of torture on Monday
showed more vividly than ever before the
depths of her commitment to the

Carmen Rincon
Akua Boayke

party line.
When Rice, in the same speech, both
denied that the United States tortures suspected terrorists and defended the practice, she forfeited any claim to a possession
of reason, morality or credibility.
She claimed specifically that torture is
necessary because some detainees have
“information that may save lives, even
thousands of lives.” What she doesnt mention is that torture is more likely than not to
yield faulty intelligence, much of which was
used by the Bush administration to start a
war that has indeed cost thousands of lives.
Rice is undoubtedly aware of this and
other amoral arguments against torture.
She must know that it contributes to a radicalization of conflict, decreases American

prestige worldwide and especially in the
Middle East, and will likely boost terrorist
recruitment. These arguments are ignored
for the sake of George Bush’s noble name.
That Rice ignores the moral argument
against terror is not surprising, but it does
present an odd juxtaposition with her willingness to sacrifice American lives for the
sake of human rights, democracy, and the
spread of American values.
Either Condoleezza Rice is foolish
enough that torture actually makes her feel
more secure, or she has abandoned her values and subscribed to the groupthink of the
Bush administration. It would be unfair to
the former Stanford provost to attribute to
her such a lack of intelligence, wisdom and
knowledge. She has simply sold out.

Assistant Photo Editor
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Production Director
Production Managers

Layout Assistants
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BUSINESS

Leslie Prives

developing programming content.
Tonight marks one of the few events to
which nearly every Jumbo has an attachment:
the naked quad run. As the University strives
to improve its image, it is through grassroots
means such as this that students will have
positive memories and spread the good word.
Working with a catch phrase is a good start
for refurbishing our image, but this campaign
must take a bottom-up approach as well.
Everyone must take an active role in improving Tufts through continually striving to make
accomplishments in academics, extracurricular activities and athletics. It will be through
individual effort that we will see the glue
which binds us all together: active, involved
achievement. Through this we can truly present the general public with the image and
reality of creative and analytical leaders of
tomorrow.

Rice-a-roni

Hello, good-bye

PRODUCTION

Dave Nagler

programs. Because many of these evaluations
rely heavily on peer evaluation, an improved
image would help to boost rankings.
But boosting an image is not solely a function of rankings — it extends to the quality of
facilities and campus environment. Image is
fundamentally a public relations tool, which is
additionally improved through better facilities
for everything ranging from athletics to
research. This image enhancement places
Tufts in a tight position, as it will force the
University to be prudent in allocating current
funds, as well as increase efforts seeking additional funds.
The people most involved in disseminating
the image of Tufts are the individual students,
faculty and administrators. Word of mouth is
the most credible and contagious means of
spreading good or bad news. Thus improving
the quality of student life is as important as

EDITORIAL

Arts Editors

James Harris

Schuyler Armstrong
Mike Conroy
Alexandra Dunk
Isabelle Mills-Tannenbaum

As Tufts struggles to define itself, consultation with a marketing expert will only solve
part of the problem which nags the elusively
defined “Jumbo.”
Though the ultimate goal of Tufts remains
to be a commitment to superior higher education, administrators must sell their product
to both the general public, as well as the academic community. The image which the
University disseminates has a significant
impact on the quality of programming, professors and student life.
The feat of being a Jumbo is something
which is achieved both in and outside the
classroom. As Tufts seeks to improve its image,
it will be able to attract greater funding,
renowned professors and better students.
One of the most direct applications of this can
be seen in the use of college admissions rankings for both graduate and undergraduate
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Sixty-two issues later, it’s time to call it
quits for the semester. Save for some lastminute newsworthy events, let’s admit it:
it’s been four months in the doldrums for
the University. As I bid farewell from my
post and prepare for a changing of the
guard, I thank all of you who pick up our
paper every morning (and properly dispose
it into the recycling bins later), submit viewpoints, letters to the editor, highly-entertaining feedback posts on our Web site and,
most importantly, we thank those who give
us advertisements. Because, honestly, we
like nothing more than money.
As I wipe a non-existent tear from my
eye, I, Allison “Shake Yer Dix” Roeser look
forward to learning how to interact with
people again, and present to you the Spring
2006 masthead:
Taking my spot will be Features-defect
Patrice “Wake up and smell the jizz trees”
Taddonio, and moving in for the kill to take
Managing Editors Jon “Pop it!” Schubin and
Sam “No more milch for you!” Verrill’s positions are Dave “Trapped in the Closet”
Cavell and Dave “Prague media sweetheart”
Pomerantz.
Editorialist Mark “.327” Phillips will be
returning to the dirty Curtis Hall basement,
but Steve “Shocker/BeatDaMeat” Ward will
not.
As Brian “Whhhhhat!” Loeb opts to pursue photojournalism, Kathrine “Kitty”
Schmidt will be taking over as Associate
News Editor, fresh off the plane from Chile.
Her minions are News Editors Bruce
“Somerville Journal” Hamilton, Marc
“Brian, can you write an article today?”
Raifman, Anthony “Side bangs” McGovern,
Kelly “Controversy Beat” McAnerney,
Kristen “starts with SEN, ends with ATE”
Sawicki and Judy “This article needs work;
hold it” Wexler. Newcomers Aaron “Married
to a dude on Facebook” Schumacher, Rob
“Master (de)bater” Silverblatt, Victoria
“Palindrome” Kabak, James “Oscar Mayer”
Bologna, Chris “Frenchy” Charron and
Laura “Who’s her man?” Herman rise to the
role of Assistant News Editors. Current
assistants Lula “Luau” Lakeou and Bryan “I
have a sailing race” Prior have decided to

leave the department and will be missed.
Filling some well broken-in shoes to lead
the Features Department will be seniors
Rebecca “Construction site” Dince and
Sydne “Wet Hot American” Summer.
Features Editor Alex “STDs n’ coke” Dretler
will be returning, joined by Andrea “My girl
likes to party all the time” Bradford and
Arianne “Handcuff” Baker. Features Ladiesin-Training Courtney “News escapee”
Chua, Anne “From the same high school as
Patrice” Fricker and Liz “I’m in EPIIC” Yates
will be joining as assistants. Current editor
Stephanie “Glocal’s Sugar Daddy”
Christofides will be leaving.
The Arts Department will lose its current
Associate Editor to the Executive Board but
Blair “Tyra Mail!!!” Rainsford will take the
reigns. Editor Kelly “Double consonant
bonanza” Rizzetta will be back, along with
Gregory “My accent is indecipherable”
Connor, Margarita “Mix” Reznikova and
Stephanie “Tally ho!” Vallejo. In the assistants ring are Kate “Likes the Daily and the
Senate” Drizos and Mikey “Rolling Stones”
Goralnik. Current editor Jacqueline “Yogi”
Houton says goodbye.
In the only department (aside from the
Crossword,
Sudoku
and
Jumble
Department) that is read, Viewpoints editors Lisa “Grandma’s shawl” Granshaw,
Marlo “Fur boots” Kronberg and Leah
“Y’all” Roffman aren’t going anywhere.
Jenna “drives a” Nissan, however, is.
(Where? We have no idea.)
For the first time ever, the Sports
Department will have its own Associate
Editor, and the honor will be bestowed
upon Liz “Li’l Sis” Hoffman. In her court:
Kristy “Hostess with the mostess”
Cunningham, Alex “Philly Phodder” Bloom,
Tom “Yikes, stripes!” Spera, Jessica “The
other sports editor in Prague” Genninger
and Andrew “Long John” Silver. Dribbling
shortly behind the pack are assistants
Andrew “Not going” Bauld and Rachel
“Rollin’ wit” Dolin. Ben “Arts?” Hoffman and
Aman “Photo?” Gupta are off to do bigger
and, um, better (?) things.
James “Somehow lives in all six Latin Way
towers” Harris will be retaining his position

as Associate Photo Editor with Photo
Editors Mike “He’s on the crew team?”
Conroy, Alex “Slam” Dunk and Isabelle Mills
“O” Tannenbaum. Three photo newbies, Jo
“Captured”
Duara,
Sarah
“Baby
Shutterbug” Halpert and Josh “Speaker article photog” Wilmoth, will be assistants
along with Schuyler “Louis” Armstrong. Jeff
“Magenta’d” Chen, Sarina “No pain, no”
Bains and Kelly “Conan” O’Brien leave us
with many, many photos in our archives.
In our Production Department, four-year
Daily staffer Dave “Anna’s Taqueira” Nagler
finally steps down as Production Director as
Joel “pronounced Jo-elle” Harley steps up.
Jason “Oh, I’m not on Facebook” Richards
and Meredith “International Wires” Zeitzer
can’t wait to spend another semester staring at Quark as Production Managers.
Claire
“Frowler”
Lee,
Tim
“Weatherman/Stock broker” Manning,
Emily “Mets fan” Neger and A.J. “Dave
NAGler” Raczkowski will holler back as
Layout Assistants. Callie “Guys, could you
tag these articles? Please?” Sigal will be
departing as she prepares for a semester
abroad in Oxford, England.
Chief Copy Editor Kristen “Happy”
Gilmore also ends a lengthy Daily career,
with Ross “God, this article is so stupid”
Marrinson taking her spot. The copy editing
team next semester will consist of Ferris
“Iraqi Minister of Interior Bayan” Jabr, Matt
“Has the most messed up photo albums on
Facebook” Skibinski, Jenny “Nap time”
Gerson, Julia “Liquid” Lever“2000”one,
Daniel “Dude, where’s my” Carr, Jen
“Chinese” Ehrlich and Rebecca “Kentucky
Fried” Firesheets. Kate “BMW” Freitas will
also be departing from the rim.
And, finally, in our Money Makers
Department (aka Business), we lose
Executive Business Director Leslie “Web
site” Prives to Zachary “Scooby-Dooby”
Dubin. Carmen “Food folder” Rincon, Akua
“Paper delivery” Boakye, Nicolas “I love
debt” Gortzounian and Gabrielle “I like
older men” Lubart will be back to the cashmoney. Rachel “Keg” Taplinger will apparently be finding money somewhere else.
Can’t imagine how!
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Don’t take
responsibility
in destoying
the peace
BY
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Torture is
never a
good idea

Too high a price to
pay for freedom?

BY

Upon first reading Patrick Randall’s viewpoint “In Defense of Torture,” I clung to the
hope that it was a weak attempt at satire.
Surely he was trying to poke fun at the idea
that the best way to defeat terrorists is to
adopt their tactics. Unfortunately, strange
as it may seem, his cheerleading for torture
seemed to be entirely serious. As such, I feel
a need to correct the dangerous notion that
torture is “a legitimate tool of government
for the preservation of national security.”
Torture is always the wrong tactic for two
broad reasons: First, it is antithetical to the
ideals of liberty and justice that this great
nation was founded upon. We cannot effectively fight the war against terrorism if we
abandon the values and ideals that make
the United States the leader of the free
world. Second, of equal importance, the use
of torture does nothing to protect us and is
dangerously counter-productive to our
national security.
On legal issues, Randall is guilty of some
serious factual errors, such as claiming that
there have been recent “Supreme Court
[decisions] that ensure habeas corpus petitions for prisoners held in places like
Guantanamo Bay” do not apply. In reality,
on June 28, 2004 in Rasul v. Bush the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled 6-3 that “aliens, no
less than American citizens, are entitled to
invoke the Federal courts’ authority.” No,
our polarized Supreme Court largely agrees
that when the founding fathers banned
“cruel and unusual punishment” they did
not mean except in Cuba, Romania,
Pakistan, etc. Surely any strict constructionists out there reading this will agree with
me.
Randall’s aversion to fact checking does
not stop at our own borders. Randall
implies that Israel practices and advocates

AJAITA SHAH

In a world of terrorism and unknown
threats, how far would you go to create a
world of perfect peace and happiness?
Would you be able to torture one child
to save mankind? Ivan Karamazov,
Fyodor Dostoevsky’s realist and atheist
from “The Brothers Karamazov,” has
challenged international leaders and
societies with this paradox of torture,
and I challenge you. A yes implies the
justification of torture; the torture of the
innocent. By permitting the destruction
of the innocent, are we preventing the
destruction of mankind? What are the
implications of torturing the innocent?
Are there exceptions to permit torture?
Those who practice it tell us that this is
the price that needs to be paid by the
suffering few in order to guarantee happiness to the rest of society, the enormous majority given security and wellbeing by those horrors inflicted in some
dark cellar. Nevertheless, I would say no
to torture; whether we are facing the end
of the world or the possibility of saving
lives, there is an inherent problem with
saying yes to Karamazov. Are you willing
to take the responsibility of destroying
peace?

Sometimes we try to define the
evils in the world, and though
torturing is evil, there is greater
evil. The United States has
used questionable methods of
interrogating detainees to find
answers in the aftermath of
Sept. 11, 2001.
Karamazov’s question initially challenged me because it is a conundrum
that I had to consciously analyze before
finding my answer. On the one hand, we
are faced with the potential happiness
for mankind and the rest of eternity, but
on the other, it is at the expense of an
innocent victim. I would become what I
fear most: a torturer. Similar to the torturer, I would be eliminating the difference between the guilty and the innocent.
It is frightening to think that the
countless citizens in the world who, if
confronted by Karamazov’s challenge
would consciously be able to accept that
their desire for peace and prosperity
would come in the expense of an innocent child’s horrifying nightmare. But I
offer you the only reality: it is too high of
a price to consider the conscious mind
of accepting such a sacrifice.
What if the one person that has to be
tortured is guilty? What if peace and
prosperity comes by torturing a man
who has committed mass murder?
Would the answer to Karamazov’s question still be a no? When faced with such
a challenge, I suggest you think of
Beslan. Beslan was the most horrific terrorist act by a group of “freedom fighters” who massacred children. They tried
justifying their act stating that if these
children were sacrificed, their people,
who were undermined and possibly tortured as well, would attain freedom and
prosperity. But is this freedom? We are
see SHAH, page 16
Ajaita Shah is a senior majoring in
international relations.

AARON BANKS

see BANKS, page 13

CORBIS

Aaron Banks is a senior majoring in political science and art history. He is also the
president of the Tufts Democrats.

The effects of Lysol on inner peace
BY

ANGELA ROBINS

As we stretched out and prepared for
another early yoga class, a student in
front of me said, “the Lysol is disrupting
my inner peace.” And even though she
was joking, the wafts of ammonia and
chlorine were not particularly pleasing.
I have had similar experiences in my
dorm. In South Hall, the bathrooms are
small individual stalls with low ventilation. After the bathroom is scrubbed
clean, I find myself walking into thick
clouds of inhalants.
That is why I was inspired when I
came across an article in the online
environmental
publication
Grist
Magazine that discussed the benefits of
green cleaning. There are products out
there that can effectively clean our
dorms without the perks of being a skin
or respiratory system irritant. Just as
important, they have a less negative
impact on the environment. Before I
read this article I had been aware of
environmentally-friendly household
cleaning products, but I was skeptical
that eco-friendly products could be
used for facilities used by numerous
college students.
However at the bottom of the page,
there was a link that gave me some
Angela Robins is a freshman who has
not yet declared a major.

hope. It brought me to the Green
Cleaning
Program
of
Harvard
University, a combined effort with the
Harvard Green Campus Initiative to
replace all dorm cleaning products with
green cleaning products. Their main
goal is “to develop an environmentally
safe, employee safe, and building occupant-safe green cleaning program” for
their custodial services. Little did I realize that within two miles of our campus, a revolution was already underway.
Based on this Web site, this program
has been extensive. Before replacing
their old cleaning products, the group
performed research on the health
effects of cleaning chemicals. They
found that “some widely used cleaning
products have serious adverse effects
on the health of building occupants
and janitors.” Short term health effects
include eye irritation and coughing,
while long-term effects can include
liver and kidney failure and even cancer.
I decided to look at the ingredients in
the bathroom cleaning products used
in my own bathroom by OneSource.
The active agent in one of the surface
cleaners was Alkyl dimethyl benzyl
ammonium chloride. That doesn’t
sound too ‘eco-friendly’ to me.
According to Toxnet — a Toxicology
Data Network Web site — when the
substance is inhaled it “may cause irri-

tation or corrosive effects to nose,
throat, and respiratory tract.” The liquid glass cleaner isn’t any friendlier. It
contains ammonium hydroxide. The
Household Products Database advised
to “avoid inhalation of vapors and use
in [a] well ventilated area.” But there are
no windows in the bathrooms and I
have yet to see a gas mask on a custodian.
Environmental impact is the other
main consideration for green cleaning.
Air and water quality are the two main
problems. The primary antibiotics used
in antibacterial soaps, such as triclosan, have the potential to remain
active after being washed down the
drain. They can affect bacterial populations within waste water treatment
plants and environmental waters. In
regard to air quality, the Green Cleaning
Program at Harvard asserts that “the
product as used must not contain substances that contribute significantly to
the production of photochemical smog,
tropospheric ozone and poor indoor air
quality.”
Ideally standards would be reinforced on all cleaning products across
the country. But let’s start with the
whole thinking globally acting locally
thing. This is an issue of community
and environmental health; two popular
fields of study at Tufts. Why not mirror
our consciousness with our actions?

VIEWPOINTS POLICY The Viewpoints section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. Viewpoints
welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community. Opinion articles on campus, national, and international issues can be roughly 700 to 1000 words in
length. Editorial cartoons are also welcome. All material is subject to editorial discretion, and is not guaranteed to appear in The Tufts Daily. All material should be
submitted by no later than 1 p.m. on the day prior to the desired day of publication. Material may be submitted via e-mail (viewpoints@tuftsdaily.com) or in hard-copy
form at The Tufts Daily in the basement of Curtis Hall. Questions and concerns should be directed to the Viewpoints editor.
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NQR: A time to let loose
BY

COURTNEY CHUA

I will be the first to admit it — I am an
overachiever. Every night, I write myself a
long to-do list of the things that I absolutely have to accomplish the next day, and no
matter how exhausted, I don’t stop until
every last item is checked off. And as much
as I realize that this behavior is ridiculous
and pushes the line of obsessive compulsive disorder, that’s just the way I am.
As you can imagine, this also means that
every day, I’m stressed out, tense and flustered. Ask any of my friends — they’ll probably tell you that they tell me to calm down
ad nauseum. Through the progression of
this first semester of my sophomore year,
my stress level has steadily increased. I
realized that I could no longer use the “I’m
a freshman and I just got here” card, but at
the same time, I couldn’t play the “I’m a
senior and I frankly don’t care anymore”
card, either. When I turned my declaration
of major form into Dowling, I almost felt as
though there was no turning back.
Suddenly I was starting to make important decisions — study abroad applications
amassed on my desk and my parents were
starting to question me about my plans
after Tufts. Add this to classes and the other
things that I’d over-committed myself to
and it’s safe to say that I was starting to go
crazy. Pretty soon I was starting to form
unsafe addictions to caffeine, nicotine,
Advil and Nyquil — all legal, yes, but dangerous nonetheless. Slowly but surely, I was
reaching a burned-out breaking point
without even realizing it. I suppose I’d
grown accustomed to the pressure.
It wasn’t until a few days ago that I realized the damage I was doing to myself.
Courtney Chua is a sophomore majoring
in political science.

During a marathon study session at Tisch
in which I was being sustained solely by
large cups of coffee, I abruptly shut my
Constitutional Law textbook and decided
that I couldn’t physically look at anything
academic anymore. So I did what I usually
do — walk home in a frenzied panic and IM
half my Buddy List to share my latest frustrations. When I heard many variations of
the words “I’m really worried about you”
and “You’re starting to scare me,” I decided
that I’d gone too far.
I relegated myself to my bed and tried to
think of all the things I’d already accomplished at my time at Tufts, both academic
and non-academic. I’d made a lot of new
friends. I’d explored Boston. I’d stayed up
(or stayed out) all night and watched the
sunrise. I’d done crazy things on the
rooftop of Tisch. Mental breakdowns aside,
I really did have a lot to be happy about. So
why was I putting myself through such
frustration? Yet somehow, I felt no catharsis. I felt like I had to do something, to
break away from the stress that had turned
into a crippling vice on my sanity and outlook on life.
Which brings me to the entire point of
this rambling. Naked Quad Run. An
evening when shame goes out the window,
when somehow every awkward friendship
you’ve ever had with anyone is forever
solidified because you’ve see them running
around with no clothes on. Alcohol is consumed like water and inhibitions mean
nothing.
Sounds like a great time, but surprisingly, I didn’t run Naked Quad Run last year. As
long as I’m being honest about my many
addictions, I’ll just admit right now that I
started drinking at the ripe hour of 7:00 and
soon found myself in no state to move, let
alone take off my clothes. Besides, I’d
decided a few days earlier that running

around naked in the freezing cold with
3,000 other Tufts students while the townies watched just wasn’t my style. For 13
years, I’d attended one of the
most selective,
elite
p r i v a t e
schools
in
Texas whose
student population
included the likes of
Tommy Lee Jones’ and
Sean Elliot’s daughters. In
addition to being stuckup to an alarming
extent, we were all
rigid, proper children.
We were taught to say
“ma’am” and “sir,” to hold doors
open for people, even how to organize
silverware at a fancy dinner table.
Needless to say, intense intoxication and all that goes with it
were never in my education.
Although everyone who
knows me will tell you
that I’m the least conservative
person
ever, I just couldn’t
see myself willingly
engaging in something as out-ofcontrol as the
Naked Quad Run.
see NQR, page 16

Eight good things about race at Tufts
BY

ZOE GIBSON

It is widely known on campus
that an African-American,
female TUPD Officer was brutally assaulted by a drunk Tufts student
the
night
before
Thanksgiving.
It is also known that as he was
attacking her, he shouted out
racial and homophobic epithets
including “ni—er, fa—ot, Jew
boy and fat Italian-American f—
k.”
It was published in
Wednesday’s Daily that the student was expelled, but has
Bacow said anything to us about
Zoe Gibson is a junior majoring
in child development.

this yet? Perhaps he is currently
drafting his letter to the Tufts
community. While some of you
may feel disappointed or even
outraged that these events continue to happen on our Tufts
campus, I thought that it would
be appropriate to bring my top
eight “good” things about Tufts
to light by this situation:
8. It’s a good thing that we have
to use sarcasm to make light of
serious issues or else we would
have to find another way to get
your attention.
7. It’s a good thing that the
administration is so confrontational about racism and igno-

rance or else the minority community might feel isolated from
the “rest” of the student body.
6. It’s a good thing that the
University has not implemented
the Asian-American Studies
program or else we would have
to hire more faculty of color.
5. It’s a good thing that certain
student leaders who represent
our student body want to stop
printing the Bias Report at the
end of each semester because it
“hurts” our reputation, or else
we might actually make
progress on bringing about
awareness.

4. It’s a good thing that getting
drunk excuses belligerent racist
or homophobic behavior or else
there might actually be consequences to one’s actions.
3. It’s a good thing that police
officers are safe on campus or
else we would be sh-t out of luck.
2. It’s a good thing that the
administration continues to
keep us informed on what’s
going on around campus or else
we have to put a viewpoint in
the Daily.
1. It’s a good thing that I go to
Tufts or else I would actually
have to think about this behav-

ior happening without reproach
or comment in an institution of
higher learning that prides itself
in opening minds and encouraging tolerance and understanding.
I hope my sarcasm sharpens
your awareness of these incidents all of which are important
and deserve immediate attention. These issues need to be
addressed not only by the
administration but also by the
student body.
My sincere
request is that you take ownership of these problems and start
to make a positive change on
our campus, beginning with
yourself.

Why the African Union doesn’t need that $50 million
BY

ANASTASIA MARSHAK

A few weeks ago, Congress cut $50 million in funding for the African Union
Mission in Sudan. This bill was originally
unanimously approved by the Senate
from the final foreign operations appropriations bill. Some members of Congress
are pushing to restore the funding in the
final stages of the military appropriations
bill while it currently sits in conference
committee.
Fifty million dollars is pocket change to
the United States. But what are the implications of the cut in this funding for the
African Union (AU), but more specifically
for the conflict in Darfur? The answer,
surprisingly, is minimal.
The AU, though a great concept in
terms of international organization, has
been completely ineffectual at resolving
the crisis in Darfur. The civil war and
unofficial genocide has already claimed
more then 400,000 lives, and displaced
another two million, in the last two years.
The numbers are continuing to grow. The
only role the AU has played has been to
enable the West, via the United Nations
and the United States, to claim that it is
taking action in Darfur. In reality, the AU
is acting as an observer rather than a real
Anastasia Marshak is a senior majoring in
quantitative economics.

peacekeeper. The AU not only absolves us
from the crisis but is a good answer to
anyone who claims that Africans’ problems are those of Africa.
The fact is that Africa simply does not
matter in western countries, except when
it comes to forcing reductions in tariffs
and removal of export quotas in the name
of free trade. Then we become all about
involvement for the sake of democracy
and free markets. All of our privatization,
price and market reforms are based on
economic models of perfect competition
and information, which are a far cry from
the reality of any developing country. The
result is that world market prices are
reduced for the consumer (mainly
Americans and Europeans) while the profit is sucked up in intermediaries and corrupt bureaucracies. The poor farmer on
the bottom is left with the same price as
before while we as consumers can buy
those cashews from Mozambique for a
few dollars cheaper.
The AU cannot possibly be enough to
prevent the mass genocide in Sudan. We
should continue to support it for what it is
— an observer mission, but understand
that that is where its role ends. The AU
mission cannot be placed under the UN as some have suggested - because it will
only further feed into our absolution from
the crisis.
The problem is far too complex and has

too many different issues feeding into the
conflict for a simple solution. We know we
cannot just send in troops. Darfur is the
size of France and those troops will simply
be swallowed up. Also, we hopefully have
learned from both Afghanistan and Iraq
that military action of that sort is perhaps
not the best solution. So do we continue
to hold conferences with the rebel groups
in the hopes of compromise or perhaps
invest in the Sudanese People’s Liberation
Army (another pseudo-construct of the
United States)? The UN has held seven of
those conferences already and the SPLA
can not even agree on a set of demands on
its own.
The solution — just like the crisis — has
to be multi-faceted. It has to come from
all angles, including population growth
concerns, health, economics, politics and
people-to-people help. As consumers we
need to put pressure on firms and organizations to divest from companies involved
in Sudan. Politically, we need to understand that the cultural differences are not
as simple as textbook descriptions of tribal life in the wilds of Africa but still significant in negotiations. Traditional leaders
within the Sudanese community which
exert enough power so that people as far
as Ethiopia come to consult with them,
while we certainly do not take them into
consideration when analyzing how to go
about addressing the conflict.

The problem needs to be worked on
from the bottom up. Education costs are
minimal in African nations. It takes very
little to put a student through basic
schooling. A few improvements in infrastructure — including better roads or even
putting in roads — can make a huge difference in terms of trade and communication between villages. Market failures —
including lack of credit can be addressed
with micro-finance NGOs and small notfor-profit loan operations so that the small
businesses and farmers we claim to help
with free markets actually have the capital
and the means to be competitive.
This is why the understaffed and
under-resourced AU is not a solution to
the genocide in Darfur. It is a feel good
exercise that is not there to stop the
killing but rather just to watch and report.
And it is even failing as an observer mission - the AU Web site has not been
updated since late November of the previous year. So, sure, we can give them $50
million so that they can purchase better
transportation, toilet paper for their
offices, and clean water on the observer
missions, and perhaps a few new computers so that their Web site will at least
be up-to-date. But who will read it, and
will those few that do care? Not only do
we have to care but there has to be a fundamental reordering of economic and
political priority.
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Don’t stop doing it in the dark
BY

REBECCA DUNLEVY

Last month students at Tufts competed against each other for “Do-It-In-TheDark” and the chance to win a free party
for their dorm. As an Eco-Representative
for Tufts I’ve found that many students
are enthusiastic about reducing their
energy consumption, but a larger percentage of students prefer to ignore this
campus-wide effort and instead revel in
the free glow of the glow-in-the-dark
condoms. Who is really doing it in the
dark at Tufts?
A number of Tufts students have
signed an energy pledge that lists out
Rebecca is a freshman who has yet to
declare a major.

ways to reduce their energy consumption. The pledge lists simple things like
turning off their computer or lights as
good measures to reducing energy consumption. Switching to compact fluorescents is another popular option for
those who are lucky enough to get their
hands on the free bulbs distributed by
the Tufts Climate Initiative.
The majority of Tufts buildings
already use fluorescents as part of a dedication to the Kyoto Protocol for the
school’s emissions. Students can easily
follow suit and screw in a new bulb.
These wacky little bulbs not only last for
about two years, but use only one third
the electricity the traditional incandescent bulbs most of our desk lamps
require. As of 2004, approximately three

thousand bulbs had been distributed
over campus. Maybe it’s time for students to turn on the lights and ask for a
campus-wide trade in of incandescent
bulbs for compact fluorescents.
Although Do-It-In-The-Dark is officially over, reducing energy consumption on campus should be more than a
month-long venture into the realm of
environmentally friendly behavior. This
fall and winter as energy prices soar,
everyone can do their part to use less
heat, not just to save on the Tufts energy
bill, but to contribute to our environment as global citizens.
Tufts’ dedication to creating global
citizens makes it the ideal breeding
ground for an environmentally conscious student body. It is not enough for

school sponsored programs to promote
and encourage energy efficient policies.
Students at Tufts must be responsible for
making the changes in their lives and
their dorm rooms. For students living off
campus it’s easier to see why efficiency
works to everyone’s advantage. When
the high bills come back, the incentive
to save should be even higher.
The Tufts campus will be better off the
sooner Jumbos learn to save energy.
Tufts’ goal of creating global citizens
cannot be realized merely through classroom activities. Creating a generation of
informed and responsible citizens who
respect the environment is only possible
through increased involvement from
students with the cooperation of the
administration.

CIA should be spending its time, money on things other than torture
BANKS
continued from page 11

torture in the fight against terrorism. This
is a slanderous falsehood, as the Israeli
Supreme Court declared torture illegal in
1999. Its ruling said that “a democratic,
freedom-loving society does not accept
that investigators use any means for the
purpose of uncovering truth. The rules
pertaining to investigators are important
to a democratic state. They reflect its character.”
The Israeli ruling shows the intersection between the tenuous legal ground for
torture and its even shakier moral basis.
Randall may be willing “to treat the moral
aspects of this subject briefly and move
on,” but I am not, because how we as
Americans behave in times of war defines
us as a nation. John McCain has decried
the danger of forgetting that “we are different and better than our enemies, that
we fight for an idea — not a tribe, not a
land, not a king, not a twisted interpretation of an ancient religion — but for an
idea that all men are created equal and
endowed by their Creator with inalienable
rights.” We must ensure that when people
around the world think of America they
think of a shining light for democracy and

not as a country that operates secret prisons in Eastern Europe.
In advocating the use of torture,
Randall is arguing for a less safe America.
First, he ignores the key practical argument against torture — it does not work.
When Randall says that “torture is not
always the most effective method of
obtaining vital information, nor are its
results always accurate,” he is making a
serious understatement. When John
McCain was a POW during the Vietnam
War, he was routinely tortured. On one
occasion, his captors beat him, demanding to know the names of the members of
his flight squadron. He instead gave them
the names of the Green Bay Packers offensive line. Similarly, if while tortured an alQaida operative gave us the name of his
favorite Pakistani cricket player, American
intelligence agents could spends days or
even weeks chasing a red herring.
But Randall argues that when it comes
to stopping terrorism the CIA knows best.
This is the same CIA that was “either
unwilling or unable to marshal the full
range of Intelligence Community
resources necessary to combat the growing threat,” according to the bi-partisan
9/11 Commission. This is also the same

CIA that delivered “slam-dunk” intelligence about Iraqi WMDs. This is the same
CIA that reports to an administration
which, yesterday, received 17 Fs and Ds
and only one A from the 9/11 Commission
on its efforts to protect America from terrorist attacks. So if the CIA is advocating
torture as an effective tool in the war
against terror, I think Congress should
exercise some aggressive oversight and
not just take their word for it.
Our intelligence operatives should not
be spending valuable time beating prisoners and staging mock executions. If
they are, they might as well spend their
coffee breaks printing recruitment panels
for al-Qaida, since they are already providing the content. The effort to defeat
Islamic Terrorism is a battle for hearts and
minds as well as a battle to kill terrorists,
and that is a battle we lose at our own
peril. When we torture prisoners we provide fodder for the extremists who are
urging young Muslim men to take up
arms against us.
Instead of wasting time on torture, the
CIA should be trailing suspects, infiltrating cells, conducting long-term surveillance and revolutionizing the way it
recruits and trains its members. Torture

would not have prevented the events of
Sept. 11, 2001. Better intelligence and the
implementation of Richard Clarke’s
aggressive anti-terrorism plan of Jan. 2001
might have, but the new Bush administration had other foreign policy priorities.
Torture is the wrong policy for the
United States and Randall’s threat that
our government is going to use torture
regardless of public opinion is wrong,
too. We are fortunate to live in a country
governed by the people, for the people
and our representatives have spoken
loud and clear on this topic. Ninety senators voted to ban the torture of
detainees, and the other nine might
regret showing deference to Dick
Cheney and the Bush administration
just one year before midterm elections.
After all, the Bush administration has
been the main opponent to banning
torture, and their approval rating (hovering somewhere around 37 percent) is
amongst the lowest in history for a second term administration. Torture will
not be an enduring policy in the United
States because it is morally repugnant,
legally indefensible and counterproductive to our national security and the
American people know it.
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In the case of torture, there are never any exceptions – it is never justified
SHAH
continued from page 11

creating a world where there is no separation of innocent bystanders anymore; even children are obvious targets creating a limitless climate of fear.
What if we decide we can in fact
become a torturer just once; it makes
sense since we are beginning to think
like most torturers. They, just like us,
do not think of themselves as evil but
as guardians of the common good who
are dedicated enough to get their
hands dirty and endure perhaps some
sleepless nights in order to deliver
eventual peace. Sometimes, is it okay
to live with Dirty Hands? We can justify our actions by feeling guilty later;
sometimes we have to think of the
tasks at hand and worry about the
repercussions later.
Maybe we can accept certain types

of torture; but what are its limits? How
is torture measured? Is it a verbal
insult, a slap in the face, or physical
abuse only? Does the circumstance
define the level of torture and willingness to act? What about terrorism?
Sometimes we try to define the evils in
the world, and though torturing is evil,
there is greater evil. The United States
has used questionable methods of
interrogating detainees to find
answers in the aftermath of Sept. 11,
2001. They differentiated torture and
interrogation for a more state-protective definition. In other words, we
accepted the American soldiers humiliating Iraqi detainees because they
used lighter means of torturing. But is
there a distinction? It is internationally agreed that torture should not be
permitted, but is it an option based on
necessity? Charles Fried, the Harvard

law professor, says that if we’re to save
mankind then it would be justified to
torture — but does that mean torturing a terrorist’s innocent child? It is a
troublesome point because it allows
man to do anything if it deemed necessary to prevent trouble from brewing.

...if we accept even one scenario of torturing the innocent, we are one step closer to
creating the climate of fear.
Torture should never be justified, no
matter what the reason. While people
argue that there is always one excep-

tion, I do not think there are any legitimate excuses. Karamazov creates a
scenario where many would argue the
outcome outweighs the scenario; one
would suffer moral guilt if they are the
reason there isn’t peace in the world,
but I think the price makes one’s
hands too dirty. Torturing an innocent
child for the greater good is inconceivable; no matter what the reasoning. We
must set precedence by creating standards and regulations that abolish torture altogether; if we accept even one
scenario of torturing the innocent, we
are one step closer to creating the climate of fear. The outcome of torturing
an innocent child will never bring
peace and prosperity, only misery and
guilt. It is imperative to maintain the
rejection of torture; it is not a last
resort, but rather, an unthinkable
option.

Get naked and relieve stress
NQR
continued from page 12

But that was then and this is
now. It’s time to let go, dammit,
and if it means streaking
through the quad of Tufts
University completely naked,
then so be it. I’m not just writing
this viewpoint for myself. This is
for anyone who’s ever felt like
setting fire to their books and
stepping outside to scream.
This is for anyone who’s ever
been told that one day soon,
they’re going to turn into Jessie
Spano on “Saved by the Bell”
(“Jessie, those pills are dangerous!”). This is for anyone who’s
sick of the library and sick of
typing, writing, reading and
highlighting. That’s right. I’m
talking to you.
Naked Quad Run is more
than just the biggest night of
drunken debauchery at Tufts.
It’s a time for all of us to release

our inhibitions and realize that
time is slipping by. Pretty soon,
the only concrete memory we’ll
have from Tufts is a diploma.
And though we may have fantastic jobs and make an exorbitant amount of money, do we
want to look back and think
that we arrived at our place in
life because we were insane
stress cases? Absolutely not. In
the words of Ferris Bueller, life
moves pretty fast, and if you
don’t slow down, you could
miss it. So to all of you Red Bulldrinking insomniacs: Trade in
your caffeine for a handle of
vodka and let that kid who sits
next to you in class every day
see who you really are. Live your
life. Do something crazy. Free
yourself.
And for the rest of you — I’ll
see you on Friday night. With no
clothes on and absolutely nothing to worry about.
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Avian flu outbreak would
slam economy, report finds
BY

TONY PUGH

Knight Ridder Tribune

A severe avian flu outbreak would
cost the U.S. economy $625 billion —
about 5 percent of the gross domestic
product — as employers struggled with
absenteeism, lost production and a
sharp decline in consumer spending, a
new government report has found.
The economic impact, driven in part
by fear and confusion, would be equivalent to a recession, according to the
Congressional Budget Office report. The
estimates are based on a pandemic that
would sicken 90 million people in the
United States and kill about 2 million.
The findings are the government’s
first attempt at a detailed look at the
cost of what could be the most devastating public-health threat in nearly a century. The analysis, while neither definitive nor exact, provides a clear understanding in dollar terms of why an
influenza pandemic presents not only a
health crisis but also a threat to national security and the economy.
The CBO report estimates that 30
percent of the American population
would become ill in a three-month outbreak, and about one-third of the U.S.
work force would miss three weeks of
work.
Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist, RTenn., who requested the CBO report,
told a National Press Club gathering
Thursday that the findings were “a grim
prognosis” for a nation that’s struggling
to regain its economic footing.
“Voluntary quarantining would
reduce turnout at restaurants, shopping
malls, sporting events, churches and
schools. Demand would fall by 80 per-

cent in entertainment, arts, recreation,
restaurants and lodging for a period of
up to three months. Retail trade would
fall by 25 percent. The demand for medical and hospital services would surge.
And a fear of travel, coupled with likely
government-imposed
restrictions,
would lead to a dramatic decline in
domestic travel as well as international
travel,” Frist said.
Avian flu has been centered mainly in
Southeast Asia but is moving westward
through migratory birds. The disease is
transmitted from animal to animal,
mostly among birds. Humans are contracting the highly lethal disease after
close contact with infected animals.
If the virus, known as H5N1, mutates
into a form that passes easily from person to person, the world would be hit
with a catastrophic pandemic because
virtually no one would have immunity
to the new virus.
To date, 133 people in five Asian
countries have contracted the avian flu
virus and 68 have died, according to the
World Health Organization.
In testimony Thursday on Capitol
Hill, Dr. Michael Osterholm told the
House
International
Relations
Committee that a U.S. flu pandemic
would affect the world.
“The global economy will literally
shut down,” said Osterholm, the director of the Center for Infectious Disease
Research and Policy at the University of
Minnesota. “Pharmaceutical supplies,
including drugs and very important
childhood vaccines not intended for
influenza but for our everyday lives, will
be in extreme short supply, if available
at all. Health-care systems will be overwhelmed and, frankly, panic will reign.”

LARA SOLT/KRT

Stefanie Pelkey plays with her son, Benjamin, 2, at their home in Spring, Texas this month.
Her husband, Capt. Michael Pelkey, committed suicide shortly after being diagnosed with
post traumatic stress disorder after serving in Iraq.

For troops, stress remains a hazard
BY

DAVID MCLEMORE

Knight Ridder Tribune

Not all the wounds received in Iraq are
visible. Not all the combat deaths occur on
the battlefield. For Capt. Michael Pelkey,
the war followed him home.
After a year in the Persian Gulf region,
Pelkey returned to Fort Sill, Okla., in July
2003. He quickly immersed himself in a
new job and began getting reacquainted
with his wife and infant son.
Then came the terrifying nightmares of
the death and destruction he had seen in
Iraq — and the inexplicable anxiety he felt
in the safety of home. He grew forgetful. He
began sleeping with a loaded 9mm handgun.
On Nov. 5, 2004, a week after an off-post
therapist determined that he had post-

traumatic stress syndrome, Pelkey shot
himself in the chest and died.
“Michael wasn’t in Iraq, but in his mind,
he was there day in and day out,” said his
widow, Stefanie Pelkey of Spring, Texas.
“He’d never discuss the details of his experiences in Iraq, but they changed him forever. What killed my husband was a wound
of war.”
Since combat operations began in Iraq
in March 2003, 45 soldiers have killed
themselves in Iraq, and an additional two
dozen committed suicide after returning
home, the Army has confirmed.
And while no one knows precisely what
pushes someone over the edge, the unresolved stresses of combat on the soldier’s
heart and mind are a factor.
see STRESS, page 18

Gaps between evangelicals,
Jews difficult to overcome
BY

PAUL NUSSBAUM

Knight Ridder Tribune

PETER TOBIA/KRT

Muraenid eels are part of the collection at the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia, Penn.

Dinosaur museum under financial threat
BY

PATRICIA HORN

Knight Ridder Tribune

To generations of parents and
children, the Academy of
Natural
Sciences
is
Philadelphia’s
dinosaur
museum.
But to scientists who study climate change, the extinction of
species, and other critical ecological matters, the academy is
the home of one of the world’s
most valuable collections of biological specimens, critical to
understanding life on Earth.
“The academy is not just
another museum,” said Piotr

Naskrecki, a Harvard Universitybased director of Conservation
International. “It is a priceless
library of biodiversity.”
And it is all at risk.
The academy is struggling
financially, and has been for
more than a decade. It ran
deficits through much of the
1980s, and from 1993 through
last year, the academy ran annual deficits averaging about
$700,000 a year.
The shortfalls have forced the
academy over the last 15 years to
shed many of the people who
care for its 25 million specimens
of fish, moss, coral, diatoms,

dinosaur bones, birds, mammals, mollusks and plants.
The cuts continued last year,
as it reduced its already shrunken scientific staff by a third,
trimmed other staff, and restructured.
All that has left scientists in
and out of the academy worried
about the welfare of the collection and the future of the institution.
“It should be a thriving place.
... It should be cooking,” said Leo
Joseph, who lost his job as curator of the academy’s bird collecsee MUSEUM, page 18

The emergence of conservative evangelical Christians as a
potent political force has made
many American Jews deeply
wary. Divided by history, culture
and geography, the two religious
groups find common ground on
Israel, but often little else.
Leaders of two major liberal
Jewish organizations recently
said conservative Christians were
trying to impose their religious
beliefs on the rest of the nation.
And Jewish scholars who met
with evangelical thinkers in New
York last week found the gaps
between the two worldviews difficult to bridge.
“What evangelicals don’t seem
to understand is that when
Christians are on the march, Jews
tend to run the other way,” said
Mark Silk, director of the Leonard
E. Greenberg Center for the Study
of Religion in Public Life at
Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.
“I fail to see much prospect of a
new entente.”
Michael Alexander, the new
director of the Feinstein Center
for American Jewish History at
Temple University, one of the
sponsors of the conference, said
his experience as a college professor in Oklahoma taught him
that Jews and evangelicals saw
each other through different
prisms.
Many evangelicals, especially
in the South and Midwest, see
Jews as exotic anachronisms,
while Jews look at evangelicals
“like they’re out to get us,”
Alexander said.

Evangelicals are a theologically diverse and numerous group,
with perhaps as many as 40 million to 50 million in the United
States, compared with only about
5.5 million Jews. Politically, evangelicals tend to be conservative
and Jews liberal. Jews are most
prevalent in the Northeast, while
evangelicals are most numerous
in the Midwest and South.
Despite the differences, the
two groups share one attitude:
They both feel threatened.
Evangelicals, especially white
conservative evangelicals, tend
to see their religious beliefs as
under attack by news media,
Hollywood, television and universities, according to surveys
presented by John Green, director of the Ray C. Bliss Institute of
Applied Politics at the University
of Akron and an expert on evangelicals.
Jews, on the other hand, are
much less likely to blame
America’s problems on moral
decay and much more concerned about efforts to lower the
walls between church and state,
the surveys show.
Last
month,
Abraham
Foxman, national director of the
Anti-Defamation League, said in
a speech: “We are facing an
emerging Christian Right leadership that intends to ‘Christianize’
all aspects of American life, from
the halls of government to the
libraries, to the movies, to
recording studios, to the playing
fields and locker rooms of professional, collegiate and amateur
sports, from the military to
see RELIGION, page 18
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For American troops, stress Gaps between evangelicals,
remains a lingering hazard Jews difficult to overcome
STRESS
continued from page 17

The Army surgeon general
estimates that 30 percent of
returned Iraq veterans showed
signs of some mental stress
three to four months after coming home. The 2004 Army
Mental Health Advisory Team
survey, while showing improved
unit morale in Iraq over the previous year, also showed that
nearly one in five U.S. combat
soldiers had acute post-traumatic stress syndrome.
“This is the froth of the wave.
The big numbers are coming,”
said Steve Robinson of the
National Gulf War Resource
Center, an advocacy organization for veterans of conflicts in
the Persian Gulf region. “It took
years for the severity of PTSD
among Vietnam veterans to
show up. If we don’t give the soldiers the help they need, such
as face-to-face counseling,
we’re cheating them of a debt
owed.”
Another Army study, published in The New England
Journal of Medicine, found that
17 percent of U.S. combat

troops, including Army and
Marines, experienced major
depression and combat stress,
the highest rate since Vietnam.
Just one-fourth to less than
half of those with post-traumatic stress disorder sought help,
according to the Army study.
And some 65 percent of those
questioned said they worry that
if they asked for help, it would
make them look weak or affect
their military careers.
The military is keenly aware
of the mental health need and
the potential for numbers to
increase. More mental health
workers are serving in line units
in Iraq. Commanders of units
destined
for
Iraq
and
Afghanistan are urged to give
soldiers and their families information on the effects of posttraumatic stress disorder before
and after deployment.
All returning soldiers go
through mandatory screenings,
though they vary from commander to commander. And the
Army is sending more mental
health teams to Iraq to work
more closely with soldiers in the
field.

RELIGION
continued from page 17

SpongeBob SquarePants.”
And two weeks later in
Houston, Rabbi Eric Yoffie,
president of the Union for
Reform Judaism, told the general convention of his organization: “We are particularly
offended by the suggestion that
the opposite of the religious
right is the voice of atheism. We
are appalled when ‘people of
faith’ is used in such a way that
it excludes us, as well as most
Jews, Catholics and Muslims.
What could be more bigoted
than to claim that you have a
monopoly on God and that
anyone who disagrees with you
is not a person of faith?”
The two critiques “were probably the sharpest set of attacks
on Christian evangelicals in our
lifetime,”
said
Lawrence
Grossman, associate director of
research for the American
Jewish Committee. “Fifty years
ago, evangelicals were not even
on the Jewish agenda — it was
as if they didn’t exist.”
Evangelical leaders meeting
last week at the Jewish

Theological Seminary sought to
emphasize common ground
and greater understanding of
each other’s theology. And several suggested that the religious
right may have passed its
zenith.
“The core of who I am as an
evangelical is not about these
political movements,” said
David
Neff,
editor
of
Christianity Today magazine.
The religious right, he said,
“has, at least, recognized some
of its limits. It expected Bush to
give it everything it wants
because it was a key part of his
victory. But he hasn’t. It is just
one player among many.”
Rich Cizik, vice president of
government affairs for the
National
Association
of
Evangelicals, told the gathered
Jewish scholars that evangelicals “are not a threat to Jews. ...
You have nothing to fear from
evangelicals.” Cizik distributed
copies of his organization’s new
blueprint for civic action, with
its emphasis on family life, environmental protection, social
justice, religious freedom,
human rights and peace.

Museum is
under threat
MUSEUM
continued from page 17

tion in the recent staff cuts. “The
gas isn’t on or something.”
Said Naskrecki: “It is a tragedy.
A really big tragedy.”
Edward A. Montgomery Jr., the
chairman of the academy’s board
of directors, said in interviews
that the institution has started to
stem the losses, at least in its
museum’s operating budget,
which represents about 30 percent of the academy’s overall
costs.
The larger financial drain,
however, is the cost of the scientific research the academy was
founded to conduct: finding and
collecting new species, tracking
extinct species, and identifying
changes in plants and animals.
But, Montgomery says, the
academy can’t cut its way to prosperity if it wants to pursue cutting-edge research.
The answer: “We have to raise
an additional $500,000 to
$750,000”
each
year,
Montgomery says. That’s a big
increase: The academy has typically raised about $1.2 million
annually. And it must increase its
endowment.
Its financial struggles have
caused the academy to struggle
in other ways, too: The board has
asked its president to leave; its
top fundraiser left after seven
months; it may lose other top scientists; and it hopes to sell its
valuable mineral collection to
endow its library.
In addition, the academy must
update its aging dioramas and
other exhibits. Already it is building a larger Butterfly Hall.
Some of the academy’s staff
say the institution’s present and
past directors and board need to
assume some blame for its woes
and for not tackling the issues far
earlier.
Founded in 1812, the academy
in its early years was the center
for expeditions to explore the
Western wilderness. In the 1900s,
the expeditions went farther, to
the Arctic, Central America,
Africa and Asia.
That mission continues.
Paleontologist Ted Daeschler gets
dropped from a helicopter north
of the Arctic Circle every other
summer to hunt fossils.
Through such trips, plus donations and other purchases, the
academy has built its valued collection.
“I know over time many of the
species will become important. It
might be new medicines are discovered. It might be new food
sources. It could be indicators for
environmental changes,” said
Gary Rosenberg, head of the
academy’s Center for Systematic
Biology and Evolution. “We don’t
know which ones will be important, so we have to collect broadly.”
But the academy has not built
its endowment enough to support those collections. In 1994, it
stood at $21.1 million. It had
risen to $53 million by
September. By contrast, the
Missouri Botanical Garden in St.
Louis, one of the largest herbaria
in the United States, has an $80
million endowment.
The Academy of Natural
Sciences’ financial woes began in
the 1980s, then accelerated in the
1990s, when it had to invest millions in capital improvements.
Millions were raised to preserve
the collections, Montgomery
said, but those funds did not go
into the endowment.
The annual deficits beginning
in 1993 hit a high in 2000 of $2
million. They have steadily
decreased since. Last year the
deficit was $1.5 million. The
academy expects more red ink
this year and possibly next.
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Rice assures
Europeans
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Horrors of The Emergency undone

WARREN P. STROBEL

Knight Ridder Tribune

The United States and Europe showed
signs Thursday of putting a transatlantic
dispute over detainee treatment behind
them for now, with Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice’s European colleagues
saying they welcomed her assurances on
American policy.
“It cleared the air,” said Jaap de Hoop
Scheffer, the secretary general of the
NATO alliance.
De Hoop Scheffer’s view was echoed by
other foreign ministers at a NATO meeting here, in a significant toning down of
rhetoric over reports that the CIA has
operated secret prisons for terrorism suspects in Eastern Europe and covertly
transported detainees through European
airspace.
Rice is scheduled to return to
Washington on Friday, ending a four-day
mission in which she tried to defuse a
growing public furor in Europe.
Europeans’ concerns over American
treatment of detainees had threatened to
complicate a major expansion of a
NATO-led Afghanistan peacekeeping
force, which will see 6,000 new troops
dispatched to that country’s volatile
south.
The Netherlands, which will provide
some of the new troops, requested assurances from NATO and Afghan authorities
that prisoners taken by Dutch forces
won’t be abused.
Dutch Foreign Minister Ben Bot said
he was satisfied with Rice’s guarantees.
After struggling at first to clarify U.S.
policy, Rice declared Wednesday that the
Bush administration acknowledges that a
ban on “cruel, inhumane and degrading”
treatment of prisoners applies to U.S.
personnel operating overseas — not just
on U.S. territory, as the White House had
maintained previously.
At NATO headquarters Thursday, Rice
appeared to go a step further, suggesting
that not just government employees are
covered but all U.S. citizens, which would
encompass Defense Department and CIA
contractors.
“The president of the United States is
not going to ask American citizens to violate U.S. law or violate our international
obligations,” she said.
When she was asked whether there
were any exceptions or loopholes in the
policy, however, she declined to respond
and merely restated it.
Rice and other administration officials
have declined to spell out the interrogation techniques that the administration
now considers cruel, inhumane or
degrading, and what methods are permitted.
She acknowledged that abuses could
still happen. “Will there be abuses of policy? That is entirely possible,” Rice said.
Mistreatment of prisoners will be investigated and punished, she said, adding,
“That is the only promise that we can
make to people.”
Britain’s highest court ruled Thursday
that no evidence obtained by torture is
admissible in a British court “irrespective
of where, or by whom, or on whose
authority the torture was inflicted.”
Rice addressed the detainee issue at
the start of a dinner Wednesday night
with colleagues from NATO and the
European Union, apparently to get the
meeting’s most contentious issue out of
the way.
French Foreign Minister Philippe
Douste-Blazy said Rice’s remarks at the
dinner were welcome.
“Anyone on the planet has the right to
be respected. ... International law is the
right of everyone. I was able to repeat that
also,” Douste-Blazy said.
Douste-Blazy didn’t express great concern about CIA overflights, the subject of
extensive reports in French newspapers.
He said civilian aviation authorities had
identified two suspicious flights. “We
have no additional information,” he said.

Bkashkar, left, and
his wife Geetha hold
pictures of their two
girls who were killed
in the tsunami in
Nagapattinam, India.
Geetha is now pregnant again, after
having her past sterilization procedure
reversed.
JASMIN SHAH/KRT

Fresh violence in the Gaza Strip claims two
Palestinian militants and a young Israeli soldier
BY JOEL

GREENBERG

Knight Ridder Tribune

An Israeli airstrike killed two militants
in the Gaza Strip and wounded at least six
other people, and a Palestinian fatally
stabbed an Israeli soldier at a West Bank
checkpoint Thursday, in a continuing
surge of violence triggered by a suicide
bombing earlier this week.
The airstrike was the second in two
days, after Israeli security chiefs decided
to resume targeted killings of Palestinian
militants in response to the bombing
Monday in the coastal city of Netanya that
killed five Israelis.
In Thursday’s strike an Israeli aircraft
launched missiles at a group from the militant Al Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades in a house
near the town of Jabalya in the northern
Gaza Strip, witnesses and the army said.
Two Al Aqsa leaders, identified as Iyad
Qadas and Iyad Najar, were killed, and a
third was wounded, medics said. At least
five other people were also wounded, one
of them an 11-year-old girl, according to
hospital staff cited by The Associated
Press.
The army said that Qadas and Najar

had orchestrated attacks against Israeli
army positions and settlements in the
Gaza Strip before the Israeli withdrawal
from the territory, and since then were
involved in firing of mortars and rockets
at Israel.
On Wednesday an Israeli airstrike killed
a leader of the Popular Resistance
Committees, another militant group.
Although Islamic Jihad claimed responsibility for the Netanya bombing, the
Israeli strikes have targeted members of
other factions, apparently because
Islamic Jihad militants in the Gaza Strip
have gone into hiding and are difficult to
find.
The Palestinian Authority has rounded
up Islamic Jihad members in the West
Bank in recent days, acting under strong
pressure from the United States and Israel
to crack down. Islamic Jihad officials said
that dozens were arrested, but the
Palestinian Authority said that fewer than
20 had been detained.
Palestinian officials warned that Israel’s
military strikes would only inflame tensions.
“The Israeli action is going to sabotage
the efforts made by the Palestinian

Authority to maintain calm and revive the
peace process,” said Tawfik Abu Khoussa,
spokesman for the Palestinian Interior
Ministry.
Israel barred all Palestinians from
entering Israel after the Netanya bombing
and suspended talks on opening a travel
link between the West Bank and Gaza
Strip. Bus convoys between the two territories were to begin operating by next
Thursday, according to an agreement on
Gaza border crossings brokered last
month by U.S. Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice.
In other violence Thursday, a
Palestinian killed an Israeli soldier at the
Qalandia checkpoint in the West Bank, a
major crossing point between Ramallah
and Jerusalem. The Palestinian pulled out
a knife and stabbed the soldier in the neck
during a security check, the army said.
The attacker, from a village near
Ramallah, was arrested. The soldier was
identified as Sgt. Nir Kahana, 20.
The army indefinitely closed the
Qalandia checkpoint after the attack.
Thousands of Palestinians cross through
the checkpoint daily to reach jobs and
schools.

Peace taking hold as Congo prepares for election
BY SHASHANK

BENGALI

Knight Ridder Tribune

After years of false starts and costly
failures, peace is finally taking hold in
Congo’s remote northeastern Ituri
region, a key battleground in a stubborn
pan-African war that’s claimed 4 million
lives.
In recent weeks, Congo’s patchwork
national army, backed by United
Nations peacekeepers, has chased some
4,000 militiamen into the dense forests
near the Ugandan border, the most
aggressive military action to date
against the once-fearsome militias that
held sway here.
The militias still control some Ituri
villages. But 16,000 have turned in their
guns under a 2003 peace agreement,
and U.N. and Congolese officials say the
militias are on their last legs. They predict that most residents of Ituri will be
able to vote in peace in a national constitutional referendum scheduled for
Dec. 18 and the entire province will be
secure before national elections scheduled for next June, the first democratic

election in this country, formerly known
as Zaire, since 1960.
That would be very good news in a
region that’s been the scene of warfare
not only among tribes and warlords but
also among the armies of six neighboring countries that are greedy for its rich
stores of gold, diamonds and other minerals.
In 1998, a year after a coup overthrew
Congo’s longtime dictator, Mobutu Sese
Seko, neighboring Uganda and Rwanda
began arming ethnic Hema and Lendu
militias in Ituri, seeking to exploit the
tribes’ traditional rivalry for a piece of
the region’s resources. The rivalry escalated to an all-out war that’s killed more
than 60,000 civilians. Eventually, troops
from Angola, Namibia, Zimbabwe and
Burundi entered the fray.
Five different multinational peace
agreements have failed to resolve the
conflict in a country that’s roughly the
size of the United States east of the
Mississippi River.
Since arriving in 1999, the U.N. mission in Congo — the organization’s
largest peacekeeping operation, with a

$1 billion annual budget and more than
16,000 troops — often has seemed helpless. In the spring of 2003, when 500
people were killed in a battle in Bunia,
just outside the U.N. base, it seemed
emblematic of the mission’s failures.
The mission later had to face charges
that its peacekeepers and civilian officers had raped dozens of underage girls.
After a series of internal investigations,
178 civilians and military police officers
were sent home and the U.N. toughened
its policies against sexual exploitation.
“We’ve made very good progress since
then,” said the top U.N. official in
Congo, William Lacy Swing. “We’re committed to a zero-tolerance policy.”
The 8,000-man Congolese force in
Ituri has had its own problems.
Commanders are struggling to create a
coherent army out of a hodgepodge of
career soldiers and demobilized former
militiamen.
Soldiers often wait months to receive
$20 monthly salaries from the transitional government, if they receive them
at all, and some are looting and raping
the civilians they’re meant to protect.
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Solution to Thursday’s puzzle

LATE NIGHT AT THE DAILY
“I should get all Zzz’s in my classes, except in Hebrew,
where I should get a ”
– Brian Loeb

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every
digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve
Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

Squad doesn’t break for winter
Winter Break isn’t much
of a break at all for the
Jumbos, who will play nine
games before the rest of
the student body returns to
campus, including potential
matchups against four top25 teams and three other
squads receiving votes in
the national rankings.
The Jumbos are in the
middle of a seven-game
mid-season road stretch,
which will continue tomorrow at Wellesley before the
team heads to the San
Diego Surf n’ Slam in at San
Diego State University.
There, the team will face a
field that includes No. 1
Millikin, No. 13 Messiah,
and St. Norbert, which also
received Top 25 votes. The
Jumbos are scheduled to
play Pt. Loma in the first
round, with subsequent
games to be decided.
Returning from the West
Coast, the team will play
the final leg of its road
stretch at Fitchburg State
before
returning
to
Medford to take on
Emmanuel, another team
receiving top-25 votes. On
Jan. 13, the team’s NESCAC
schedule kicks off with a
home
league
opener
against Colby, followed the
next day by a Cousens Gym
faceoff against No. 3
Bowdoin.
Finishing up the team’s
winter break schedule is
fourth-ranked Brandeis and
NESCAC rival Williams,
which received 16 votes for
the top-25 in the latest poll.
MIKE CONWAY/TUFTS DAILY

After big victory, Tufts
looks ahead to Clark
Jumbos hope to end 2005 on a positive note
BY EVANS CLINCHY
Senior Staff Writer

In its final game of 2005, the
men’s basketball team prepares to
take on the Cougars of Clark
University
at
Cousens
Gymnasium at 2:00 p.m. Saturday
afternoon.
The Jumbos hope they can
continue the winning ways they
have had against Clark in the past.
The team hasn’t lost to Clark since
2002, and last year’s close call, a
64-63 victory, is still fresh in their
minds.
The team heads into finals on
a relatively positive note,
although the end of the semester
couldn’t come sooner for the
Jumbos, who are feeling the
effects of a tough two-week
stretch.
“We’re at the end of six games
in two weeks — this game will be
a real gut-check,” coach Bob
Sheldon said.
The team fought hard last week
to emerge with a three-game
sweep of a homestand at
Cousens, but followed it up with a
tough two-game stretch against
two of New England’s top teams,
Plymouth State and Keene State.
“Those could be the two best
teams in New England,” said
sophomore Jake Weitzen.
The Jumbos had a five-game
winning streak snapped Tuesday
night, as they suffered a frustrating 103-77 loss at the hands of the
Plymouth State Panthers. It was
the Jumbos’ first loss since Nov.
18, opening night against
Wittenburg. Sheldon had nothing
but praise for the Panthers, who
remained undefeated with the

tin, improving 6-0.
“It was a really good team that
got hot,” Sheldon said. “There was
nothing we could do.”
Instead of ending their road
trip on a down note, however, the
Jumbos managed a thrilling victory over Keene State last night.
With the score tied at 94 and 44
seconds left to play, senior tricaptain Brian Fitzgerald scored
on a lay-up to put the Jumbos up
for good. The Panthers loss was
their first on the season, and
raised the Jumbo record to 6-2.
Despite the difficult road trip,
the team is confident it will continue its winning ways against
Clark.
“In a way, [the loss] was a good
thing,” Weitzen said. “Obviously a
win would have been best, but we
kind of needed a wake-up call.”
Clark is a team led by a pair of
dominant seniors, guard Cory
Szklarz and center Tim Dutille,
each of whom averages 16 points
a game.
While the loss to Plymouth was
a set back, the Keene State victory
has given the Jumbos momentum
as they head back home where
they are a perfect 3-0 this season.
“We love our gym,” said
Sheldon, of the friendly confines
of Cousens.
The Jumbos should be ready to
go and, just as importantly,
healthy. Senior tri-captain Dan
Martin and junior forward Brian
Kumf, who have both battled
injuries recently, have bounced
back in a big way.
Both Martin and Kumf turned
in strong performances at
see MEN’S BASKETBALL, page 21

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Samuelson honored with First Team All-American selection
Claudio, Furtek, Samuelson and Emery also earn All-New England honors
BY

AMAN GUPTA

Daily Editorial Board

Senior
tri-captain
Ariel
Samuelson was honored with
the biggest individual accolade
of her athletic career Thursday
night, and she was the last person to find out.
The Newton, Mass., native
capped off Tufts’ storybook fall
season by being named a First
Team All-American, making her
the second player in Tufts history to be given the honor.
“It took me forever to find it
because the NCAA has so many
Web sites, but it’s really exciting
and I’m truly honored to
receive such an award,”
Samuelson said.
Samuelson led the Jumbos to
the program’s second berth in
the NCAA Final Four, where
they fell to The College of New
Jersey 3-0 in the national semifinals. The squad finished the
year with a 15-4-2 record, winning the New England Region
and the Northeast Section of
the Div. III NCAA Tournament.
The senior led the Jumbos
and the NESCAC in scoring this
year, notching 14 goals and
dishing out four assists for a
total of 32 points. She was the
first women’s soccer player
from the school to be named

NESCAC Player of the Year.
“It’s amazing for a team to
have someone who is going to
put the ball in the back of the
net for you on a consistent
basis,” classmate and fellow tricaptain Sarah Callaghan said.
“It makes a difference, and
that’s why she was recognized.
She’s competitive, motivated,
and someone I love being
around.”
Samuelson was behind Tufts’
school-record ten-game winning streak, during which it
defeated regional powerhouses
Wheaton,
Bowdoin,
Middlebury,
Amherst
and
Bates. Her three goals against
Middlebury tied a Tufts record
for most goals and points by a
Jumbo in a single game. Her 14
goals and 32 points both were
the second highest single-season totals by a Jumbo in its history.
“It’s a really nice way to end
my career,” Samuelson said.
“And I thank my team because I
would have never received such
an honor if we weren’t all so
good.”
The Jumbos were all over the
All-New England Teams.
Samuelson was the lone
Jumbo on the first team, while
classmate Lydia Claudio and
sophomore Martha Furtek

appeared on the second team
and sophomore Joelle Emery
was named to the third team.
“After such a great season, it’s
really nice to have people be
recognized,” Callaghan said.
“Everyone worked hard all fall
and deserved this.”
Furtek and Claudio anchored
the midfield, with Furtek playing offensive center mid and
Claudio playing defensive center mid. The two complemented each other all season, working together to transition the
ball from the Tufts zone onto
the offensive side of the field,
while also tallying a combined
eight goals and seven assists.
Emery helped anchor a Tufts
defense that was the best in
New England. The sophomore,
along with classmates Jess
Wagner and Annie Benedict,
and junior Jen Fratto, made up
a back four that allowed just
seven goals in conference play.
“All of us being named to the
New England teams represents
the hard work and success of
the season,” Emery said. “The
fact that it wasn’t just one person really affirms that we were
never just about individual
players. It was a team effort,
and no one could have been
rewarded without the help of
everyone else.”

DAILY FILE PHOTO

Ariel Samuelson of the women’s soccer team was named a First Team AllAmerican.
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Lysacek sidelined again; Kwan
to compete on ice in Boston
BY

PHILIP HERSH

Chicago Tribune

For the second straight season, Naperville, Ill., figure skater
Evan Lysacek has been sidelined
by a hip injury.
Lysacek,
reigning
world
bronze medalist, withdrew
Thursday from Sunday’s U.S.
Figure Skating Challenge in
Boston and next weekend’s
Grand Prix Final in Tokyo
because of bursitis and tendinitis in his right hip.
“I am optimistic that with a
couple of weeks rest, I will be
fine for nationals (in January),”
Lysacek said via phone from his
training base in Los Angeles.
Garbo skates
Michelle Kwan, who has neither skated before an audience
nor spoken to the media since
last spring, emerges for an ersatz
competition with an “American
Idol” format Sunday in Boston.
Kwan, who this fall pulled out
of two Grand Prix events and an
invitational because of a hip
injury, is scheduled to do a news
conference Saturday.
Two weeks ago, Kwan seemed
unlikely to go to Boston for the
U.S. Figure Skating Challenge
because the event, (noon-2 p.m.
CST), offers no measure of
where she stands in terms of
future success at the January
nationals and the February
Winter Olympics.
Each skater Sunday will do
one or two “exhibition performances,” depending on advancement to the finals, each program
lasting between 2 minutes 30
seconds and 3 minutes 30 seconds. Fans will do the judging in
on-line, call-in, text message
and in-arena voting.
Here is the scenario that
undoubtedly made Kwan, the
nine-time U.S. champion, think
twice about flying 6,000 miles
for a meaningless event:
Tired from the trip (predicted
snow for Boston could make it a
marathon), Kwan re-injures the
hip and cannot compete at the
nationals, generally considered
the Olympic trials. As bad as that
seems, it still would not prevent
Kwan from making the 2006
Olympic team.
The U.S. Figure Skating
Association rule that allowed
Nancy Kerrigan (1994) and Todd
Eldredge (1992) to be named to
the Olympic team even though
injuries knocked them out of the
national meet is still in force.
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Only the 2006 national champion in each figure skating discipline is guaranteed to make the
team. The national results usually
determine
the
other
Olympians, but USFSA rules
allow injury exceptions.
The selection process then
would be based on a number of
results, including this season’s
Grand Prix events and last season’s world meet, in which Kwan
placed fourth. Before Jan. 16
(two days after the women’s final
at nationals), USFSA medical
personnel must verify that an
injured athlete will be ready to
compete at the Olympics a
month later.
Could Kwan be going to
Boston because the same USFSA
officials whom she might need
to ask for an injury petition are
frustrated by her non-participation in Grand Prix events over
the past three seasons?
Or is she simply so tired of
nothing but practice she simply
wants to satisfy her urge to compete, no matter how silly the
competition?

Two weeks ago, Kwan
seemed unlikely to go to
Boston for the U.S. Figure
Skating Challenge
Globetrotting
Chicago’s Shani Davis, who
already has an Olympic spot in
long-track speedskating, will be
after a short-track team spot
when the trials begin Monday in
Marquette, Mich. With his partner, Chris Niccum, cleared to
train again after suffering a concussion last month, Patrick
Quinn, 37, of Lombard can
resume his quixotic quest to
make the Olympic team in luge
doubles. It could come down to
a race-off with another U.S.
team after the final World Cup
next weekend in Lake Placid.
The U.S. alpine ski team has
showed it has enough talent to
win medals in all 10 Olympic
races. Three U.S. men have
made the podium a combined
seven times (two wins, two seconds, two thirds) in the seven
World Cup races this season,
and another was fourth. Four
U.S. women have made the top
eight in four World Cup races,
with one victory.

Forgetting to limber up before jogging
tonight in NQR could be a big mistake
BY

thing, it gives you a little bit of a
respite from the stress of preparing for exams. Also, exercise will
help you fall asleep easier and
have a better quality of rest, again
helping you with exams.
Now that we’ve decided that
working out is crucial to your test
preparation, let’s talk about some
alternative ways to get a workout
in without the traditional cardio
and weights at the gym. The
physical education department
is offering some free yoga and
pilates classes during reading
period. Look around campus for
fliers advertising these workouts.
It’s a great way to stretch,
strengthen and relax during
finals period. Free massages are
being offered in the campus center early next week. Massage
therapy not only feels great, but
also gets blood flowing to your
muscles, improves athletic recovery time, and enhances immune
function.
Try to take advantage of some
of the free services being offered
to students during finals time.
Encourage your RA to try to
schedule a Jumbo Workout. This
is where a trainer comes to your
dorm and takes you through
some type of stretching and
strengthening workout without
having to venture out into the
cold. Make sure not to use finals
as an excuse not to get exercise,
but instead try to use your exercise as a way to help exam performance.

flexor, quad, hamstring, glutes,
calves and groin. Stretch each
body part for 30 seconds or so
before you move on to the next
one. Only after a proper warmup and a stretch should you commence your nighttime scamper
across campus.
My final piece of advice doesn’t deal with exercise, but rather
with apparel. Many different
accessories are popular during
the run, but don’t forget the most
important one — a good pair of
shoes. Make sure you have
sneakers that fit you properly and
have a decent grip on the ground.
This will help you avoid a nasty
spill. Good luck on your jog, and
try to remember to treat your
body well before you head out
there.

GREG KATZ

Daily Staff Writer

I’ve been following your advice
all semester and I’m looking really buff in time for the Naked Quad
Run. I am, however, a little bit
worried about the cold - and not
in the way you might expect. I’m
afraid of pulling a muscle or
doing something to hurt myself.
How can I make sure that I don’t
end up stranded on the quad in
my birthday suit with a strained
hammy?
— Mike Sparandara, absolutely
loves being naked
Running in the Naked Quad
Run should be looked at like any
other athletic performance,
meaning that warming up and
stretching is essential. The cold
weather makes it even more
important that you properly prepare for the exercise. Cold muscles are tighter, and much more
likely to become injured during
sudden physical exertion. Here’s
what you should do to get ready.
First, do something to warm
up your body — and I don’t mean
drink lots of alcohol so you don’t
feel the cold. Some jumping jacks
or a few pushups will suffice. The
warming-up process pumps
warm blood to your muscles,
heating them and preparing
them for activity. Next is a stretch.
Try to hit every muscle in your
lower body before a run - hip

With finals coming up, I often
feel like I don’t have time to go to
the gym or even go to the dining
hall for a healthy meal. Should I
just admit to myself that I’m
going to gain some weight or is
there anything I can do to stay
healthy and still have time to
study?
— Almost everyone on campus
Finals are no excuse to sit on
your ass and remain inactive. Just
because you have lots of work to
do, it doesn’t mean you should
neglect your fitness. Believe it or
not, getting exercise can actually
help with your studying. For one

SCHEDULE | Dec. 5 - Dec. 11
MON
Men’s
Basketball

TUES

WED

@Plymouth St.
7:30 p.m.

Women’s
Basketball

Hockey

UMassDartmouth
7:30 p.m.

Men’s
Squash

Amherst
@Belmont Hill
6:30 p.m.

Women’s
Squash

Amherst
@Belmont Hill
6:30 p.m.

THURS

FRI

SAT

@Keene St.
7:30 p.m.

Clark
2:00 p.m.

@Simmons
7:00 p.m.

@Wellesley
2:00 p.m.

SUN

Conn.
College
4:00 p.m.

Men’s
Swimming

@Brandeis
12:00 p.m.

Women’s
Swimming

@Brandeis
12:00 p.m.

STATISTICS | STANDINGS
Men’s Basketball
Team Record: 2-1
Individual Statistics

Player
Jake Weitzen
Ryan O’Keefe
Dan Martin
Dave Shepherd
Jeremy Black
Brian Kumpf
Brian Fitzgerald
Pat Sullivan
Jason Grauer
Dacson Sears
Carl Onubogu
Aaron Gallant
Az Adhanom
Team

PPG RPG Ass.
16.8 5.3 11
6
14.0 3.0
4
12.4 6.2
11.0 3.0 26
8.2 2.5 27
5
8.2 5.3
8
4.7 8.0
3
3.5 1.8
3
2.8 2.0
2
1.2 1.0
2
1.0 2.0
0
0.8 0.3
2
0.3 1.0
81.5 43.2 100

Women’s Basketball
Team Record: 2-0
Individual Statistics

Player
Jess Powers
Valerie Krah
Jenna Gomez
Laura Jasisnki
Kim Moynihan
Khalilah Ummah
Marilyn Duffy-Cabana
Libby Park
Katherine Miller
Alla Epshteyn
Team

PPG
13.5
11.0
9.0
8.0
7.0
5.6
5.5
4.5
1.5
0.0
62.2

RPG Ass
3.8 6
4.
6
7.0 5
5.3 6
3.5 2
4.5 0
3.3 8
2.5 2
2.5 5
0.0 0
41.2 44

Ice Hockey

NESCAC Standings
CONFERENCE

Team
Colby
Middlebury
Trinity
WIlliams
Bowdoin
Hamilton
Amherst
Wesleyan
ConnColl
Tufts

W
4
4
3
3
3
2
1
1
0
0

L
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
3
3
3

T
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

GOALS

Pct
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.500
.500
.500
0.00
0.00
0.00

GF
8
11
9
13
4
10
8
7
4
4

GA
2
2
5
9
3
5
10
14
10
7

Individual Statistics
Player
Greg McCarthy
Matt McCarthy
Greg O’Connell
Ken Cleary
Joe Milo
Ross Gimbel
Jared Melillo
Matt Dalton
Brian Bailey
Jonathan Kestner
Joe Cappellano
Andrew Delorey
Team
Goalkeeping
James Kalec

G
3
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
17
GA
24

A
Pts
5
8
6
8
4
6
2
4
2
4
0
3
1
2
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
23
40
Svs. Sv %
243 .910

Women’s Cross Country
NCAA Championship
Results
Rank, Team, Points

1. SUNY-Geneseo (88)
2. Williams (107)
3. Washington Univ. (132)
4. Wisconsin La Crosse (167)
5. Colby (169)
6. Dickinson (190)
7. Amherst (213)
8. Ithaca (269)
9. College of New Jersey (303)
22. Tufts (481)

Men’s Cross Country
NCAA Championship
Results
Rank, Team, Points

1. Wisconsin-LaCrosse (94)
2. Calvin (117)
3. Haverford (118)
4. Nebraska Wesleyan (132)
5. Tufts (216)
6. Wartburg College (247)
7. Hamline (254)
8. Carnegie Mellon (303)
9. University of Chicago (304)
10. College of New Jersey (311)

Coed Sailing Rankings
as of Nov. 15, 2005
Rank, Team (Previous Rank)

1. Hawaii (2)
2. Brown (12)
3. Georgetown (6)
4. USC (4)
5. Boston College (1)
6. Harvard (5)
7. UC/Irvine (3)
8. Stanford (16)
9. Tufts (14)
10. South Florida (15)
11. Hobart/William Smith (9)
14. Dartmouth (11)

NFL ESPN Power Rankings
as of Nov. 29, 2005
Rank, Team (Previous)

1. Colts (1)
2. Broncos (2)
3. Seahawks (3)
4. Bengals (7)
5. Bears (10)
6. Chargers (5)
7. Panthers (8)
8. Jaguars (11)
9. Steelers (6)
10. Giants (9)
11. Cowboys (4)

NBA ESPN Power Rankings
as of Dec. 5, 2005
Rank, Team (Previous)

1. Pistons (1)
2. Spurs (3)
3. Grizzlies (4)
4. Mavericks (2)
5. Pacers (5)
6. Clippers (7)
7. Suns (8)
8. Bucks (13)
9. Warriors (10)
10. Timberwolves (11)
11. Cavaliers (9)

NCAA Football
Final BCS Rankings
Rank, Team (Previous)

1. USC (1)
2. Texas (2)
3. Penn State (3)
4. Ohio State (6)
5. Oregon (7)
6. Notre Dame (8)
7. Georgia (13)
8. Miami (9)
9. Auburn (10)
10. Virginia Tech (5)
11. West Virginia (11)
12. LSU (4)
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Tufts ends losing streak with 3-2 triumph over UMass-Dartmouth
BY SARINA MATHAI
Daily Staff Writer

Coming off a heart-wrenching 4-3 overtime loss to New
England College and an embarrassing 7-1 trashing at the
hands of the Saint Anslem
Hawks, the charged back into
Medford Wednesday night, taking
down
the
UMassDartmouth Corsairs 3-2, thanks
mostly to outstanding play by
senior co-captain Ken Cleary
and
senior
goalie
Matt
Ninnemann.
The game initially was a
back-and-forth physical battle
between the two teams, but as
the first period was 36 seconds
from closing, Cleary scored a
short-handed goal to put the
Jumbos up 1-0.
Tufts struck again 1:56 into
the second period with a great
shot at the goalmouth by sophomore Greg O’Connell, who had
help
from
senior
Matt
McCarthy. The Jumbos were
working on their two-on-one
game prior to the game.
“Greg put it away with ease
because the goalie was caught
on one side of the net and
couldn’t get back in time. We
really waited for our opening
there.” senior Quinn Kelley said.
McCarthy downplayed his

role in the play and just
described
it
as
getting
O’Connell the puck where it
needed to be.
With a little over four minutes left in the second, Cleary
netted his second goal of the
night, assisted by sophomore
Matt Tosto and junior Brian
Bailey.
“[Cleary] had a great game
tonight,” Bailey said. “He found
the net a couple of times, he
killed penalties... He’s finding
his scoring touch. He’s our nose
to the net.”
Tufts seemed to have the
game in hand until 5:53 into the
third period, when Corsair senior Eric Frank answered with a
power-play goal.
The Jumbos lead would be
cut to one barely two minutes
later,
when
junior
Kyle
McCullough
got
one
by
Ninnemann
for
UMassDartmouth.
Ninnemann would not let
any more get by for the rest of
the night as Tufts ran its record
to 2-4-1 going into this
Saturday’s
game
against
Connecticut College.
The
Corsairs dropped to 4-4 with
the loss.
The team attests their strong
play to their intensity level. The
Jumbos played consistently for

the first time this season thus
far.
“We wanted to bounce back
from a tough weekend and win
so we can get to our game
against [Connecticut College]
and end at the break on a good
note,” Cleary said. “We wanted
to bounce back hard.”
The Jumbos also singled out
Ninnemann as a big reason for
victory in his first start of the
season.
“Matt had a great game. He
was the player of the game for
us. He made key stops especially late in the game when we
needed it most,” Bailey said.
UMass-Dartmouth
did
impress the Jumbos with its
relentless game.
“They never let up against
us,” Kelley said. “We certainly
dominated the first part of the
game yet they never let up. Most
teams might have collapsed and
buckled but they really took it to
us, and they played very well,
especially in the third period.
They didn’t let themselves out
of the game.”
Facing Connecticut College
this Saturday will not be an easy
task, and Tufts wants to build
off the win over UMassDartmouth.
see HOCKEY, page 21

JAMES HARRIS/KRT

After defeating UMass-Dartmouth on Wednesday, the Jumbos skate
against Connecticut College this Saturday.

Billed as next Gretzky or Lemieux, Crosby playing role of savior
BY

GORDON WITTENMYER
Knight Ridder Tribune

While booking a room in Pittsburgh
over the phone for a client, a representative of a major hotel chain broke character for a moment and said, “Are you going
to go see Sidney Crosby play?’’
As a matter of fact, a Penguins game
with the NHL’s real-deal rookie was on
the agenda.
“Why?’’ the client asked. “Are you in
Pittsburgh?’’
“No,’’ said the hotel rep. “Omaha.’’
Exchanges like that are the stuff of
dreams for NHL executives trying to put
back the pieces of a league fractured by a
yearlong labor stoppage.
Crosby — the next Gretzky or Lemieux,
depending whom you talk to — is the
new face of the new NHL, the key figure
among several young players the NHL is
banking on for its revival.
“He looks like he’s got the full package,’’ Minnesota Wild coach Jacque
Lemaire said.

Quickness, strength, scoring touch —
all of it, Lemaire said. But then, most of
the hockey world had seen that coming
for years.
Crosby had an agent by the time he
was 13. He had endorsement deals with
Reebok and Gatorade before he was
drafted. The original Great One, Phoenix
Coyotes coach Wayne Gretzky, predicted
Crosby would break all his NHL records
— the prediction coming two years ago.
“But when you take a junior, and he
moves up in the NHL against men, you
never know how they’ll react to it,’’ said
Lemaire, who then shook his head,
laughing. “What’s surprising is that he’s
as good in the NHL as he was in juniors.
That’s amazing.’’
Maybe all the hype was true. It’s hard
to deny so far. Through 27 games, Crosby
was tied with Washington rookie Alex
Ovechkin, the 20-year-old who was drafted No. 1 overall in 2004, for the rookie
scoring lead at 29 points on 13 goals and
16 assists. Ovechkin went into his game
Wednesday night with 16 goals and 13

assists.
Crosby is 18 years old, less than five
months removed from the day the
Penguins selected him No. 1 overall in
the 2005 draft — and already he is
attracting attention from Phoenix to
Omaha.
“When you have the owner of the team
and the captain of our team and the boss
saying that he’s our best player, certainly
that speaks volumes,’’ Penguins coach
Eddie Olczyk said.
Olczyk, of course, referred to Hall of
Famer Mario Lemieux, the Penguins’
player-owner, who was hospitalized
Wednesday with an irregular heartbeat,
then released 24 hours later.
The same month he turned 19 in 1984,
Lemieux entered the league as
Pittsburgh’s No. 1 overall draft pick.
“Super Mario,” who pulled the Penguins
out of bankruptcy when his investment
group bought the team in 1999, already
was credited with saving the flailing franchise more than a decade earlier, starting
with a 100-point rookie season.

More than 20 years later, Crosby
stepped into a multimedia spotlight far
brighter than when Lemieux debuted.
But Crosby also came in under Lemieux’s
wing — not to mention his roof. Crosby
has lived with Lemieux and his family in
the Pittsburgh area since Lemieux
offered the accommodations shortly
after Crosby was drafted.
Crosby said he recognizes how fortunate he is to have the kind of mentor that
Lemieux didn’t have when he started.
“Mario didn’t have a guy who had
played in the league for 20 years,’’ he
said. “For me it’s been great. I’m just trying to learn as much as I can as fast as I
can.’’
“Really, there’s only so many people
who can walk in those shoes,’’ Olczyk
said. “Being the first pick, coming to the
city of Pittsburgh, having a lot of expectations. What a perfect guy to learn from.’’
But if Crosby is the next Lemieux or
Gretzky — if Crosby and Ovechkin are the
see CROSBY, page 21

Editors’ Challenge — Week 14
“Don’t send a woman to do A-man’s job!” proclaimed Aman “The People’s Champ”
Gupta, who, courtesy of a 14-2 record in Week 13, goes into the final week of Editors’
Challenge tied with Kristy “Out Like a Lamb” Cunningham, who let her lead slip away with
a 12-4 mark. Alex “16 Seed” Bloom is a bigtime longshot, but remains mathematically
alive, at three games behind the leaders. Andrew “NIT” Silver,, whose recent fall in the
standings resembled that of an infant attemtping to walk, sits in fourth after an 11-5 Week
13, ahead of a pack of four editors hoping to finish as high as fourth place. Sam “Peril”
Verrill, whose 14-2 record last week was second to Gupta courtesy of a tiebreaker, leads
those chasing Silver for Best of the Worst. In unbelievably entertaining subplot, Ben

OVERALL RECORD
LAST WEEK
Oakland at NY Jets
St. Louis at Minnesota
Chicago at Pittsburgh
Tampa Bay at Carolina
Indianapolis at Jacksonville
Houston at Tennessee
New England at Buffalo
Cleveland at Cincinnati
San Francisco at Seattle
NY Giants at Philadelphia
Washington at Arizona
Miami at San Diego
Baltimore at Denver
Kansas City at Dallas
Detroit at Green Bay
MONDAY NIGHT
New Orleans at Atlanta

“Reggie” and Liz “Cheryl” Miller-Hoffman sit tied with one another at 123-69 overall, with
Ben hoping to confirm his elder “Y” chromosomal masculine status with a win this week.
Nate “CCT” Grubman sits a game behind the Hoffman, hoping to look respectable and
make a final push in the standings in the final week. No such luck for Tom “Without a
Prayera,” Spera, who, 11 games behind his nearest competitor, sits in last place and has
the highest chance of scoring the number one slection in the 2006 Editors’ Challenge Draft
Lottery. “Camp” David Pomerantz provides guest selections this week, because, let’s face it,
he’s kind of a big deal. Happy holidays everyone, good luck with finals, and may the best
man (or woman) win.

Kristy

Aman

Alex

Andrew

Sam

Ben

Liz

Nate

Tom

GUEST PICKER

136-56
12-4

136-56
14-2*

133-59
13-3

127-65
11-5

125-67
14-2

123-69
9-7

123-69
12-4

122-70
12-2

111-81
11-5

POM

NY Jets
Oakland
Oakland
Oakland
Oakland
Oakland
Oakland
NY Jets
Oakland
NY Jets
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minneosta
Minnesota
Minnesota
Minnesota
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Carolina
Carolina
Carolina
Carolina
Carolina
Carolina
Carolina
Carolina
Carolina
Carolina
Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis Indianapolis
Indianapolis
Tennessee
Tennessee
Houston
Tennessee
Tennessee
Tennessee
Houston
Tennessee
Tennessee
Tennessee
New England New England New England New England New England New England New England New England New England New England
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Cincinnati
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
Seattle
NY Giants
NY Giants
NY Giants
NY Giants
NY Giants
NY Giants
Philadelphia
NY Giants
NY Giants
NY Giants
Washington Washington Washington Washington Washington Washington Washington Washington Washington
Arizona
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
Miami
San Diego
San Diego
Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver
Denver
Kansas City
Dallas
Dallas
Kansas City
Kansas City
Kansas City
Kansas City
Dallas
Dallas
Kansas City
Green Bay
Green Bay
Detroit
Green Bay
Green Bay
Green Bay
Detroit
Green Bay
Green Bay
Green Bay
Atlanta
32

Atlanta
27

Atlanta
36

Atlanta
9

Atlanta
30

Atlanta
20

Atlanta
41

Atlanta
34

Atlanta
60

Atlanta
33.2
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Housing

Housing

Housing

Housing

Services

Wanted

Large and Small Apartments
Available for June '06
Within walking distance of campus
and to T in Davis Square.
Reasonable Rent. Great
Apartments. Call Day or Night
Frank or Lina 617-625-7530. Offcampus living is the best.

Apartment Available
Need an apartment for second
semester? Short term lease can
be negotiated. Three bedroom,
eat in kitchen, washer dryer, hard
wood floors, immaculate. 10
Fairmount Street, four houses
from campus, off Boston Ave,
across from Dunkin. Knock on
door or call 781-367-6067.

Best Apartments at the Best
Prices
Hundreds of apartments close to
Tufts and Davis. Call Evan (LA '05)
at Apartment Rental Experts today
for January 1st move-in. 617-6275031 or
Evanaptrentals@gmail.com.

College Ave Apt
Available May 21st through
August! 2-floor, 4-bedroom apartment. Driveway parking/washer &
dryer/air conditioning.
$2400/month plus utilities. Call Ida
at 914-636-7298 or email
ida.hyman@aol.com asap!

McCarthy Self-Service Storage
22 Harvard St, Medford, MA
02155. 781-396-7724. Space great
for between semester storage. $5
off monthly rental of a 5x5 unit Or
3rd month free if stay for 3
months. Minutes away from campus. Visit our website for more
info.:
www.mccarthyselfstorage.com

EGG DONORS WANTED
Help make a couple's dream of
becoming parents come true by
becoming an egg donor. Very generous compensation and expenses
paid. Must be non-smoking female
between ages 21 -32. More information, visit www.robertnicholsesq.com or contact Christine/
Liz 781-551-0600

SPRING BREAK FROM $569
SPRING BREAK FROM $569
BAHAMAS, CANCUN, ACAPULCO, JAMAICA! FREE PARTIES,
FREE DRINKS.
Sign up early and save. Organize a
small group and you travel FREE.
Or become a CAMPUS REP and
GET PAID COMMISSION on each
trip sold. Call today and get started
1-800-GET-SUN-1

SPERM DONORS
Earn up to $900/mth. California
Cryobank, recruiting healthy men
18-38 of all ethnicities,
enrolled/graduated from BA/BS
program. To see if you pre-qualify,
please call or email. 617-497-8646,
cadrapp05@cryobank.com

4 Bedroom Fully Furnished Apt
on Teele Ave within walking distance to campus. Front and back
porches. Back yard. Washer and
dryer included. Available midDecember. If interested contact
Tim or Heather at 617-448-5622

COLLEGE AVE, OSSIPEE RD
Avail June 1st:
4, 5 and 6 Bdrms.
Avail. Sept 1st:
6 Bdrm.
CALL RJ 617-320-2621

Somerville
College Ave, across from campus.
Newly refurbished, 5 large bedrooms, eat-in kitchen, parking
space, large closets. 5 min to
Davis. Available 6/1/06. Rent
$3200/month ($640/student), utilities not included. Call Mrs. Martell
781-937-3252 or Charles 617-7778695

Looking for Roommate
Two friendly females seek female,
non-smoker to occupy sunny room
available beginning dec 15-may
2006. Great location on college
ave, 3 min from campus center.
Rent 700/month. Call 7196595922
for terms or to visit

West Somerville
Minutes to Tufts. 3 Bedroom Apts.
Starting June 1st 2006 to May
31st 2007. Washer and Dryer. 1
parking per apt. No smoking, no
pets. Call Eugenia 617-776-5467.

Medford House To Share
$400 month includes utils.
Washer/Dryer, some storage, onstreet parking. Public
Transportation. Available immediately. Bruce 781-488-3262.

Spacious and Beautiful Two
Apartments
Available 6/1/06, 3 and 4 Bedroom,
Hardwood floors, Modern E-in
Kitchens, Modern Baths, Front and
Rear Porches, Plus Parking. Just
Steps to School. CALL 617-6232500x335 Ask for Nick, or E-Mail
NKONDILIS@BREMIS.COM

Medford Apt
Medford 1st floor apt. Bright and
spacious 3 bedroom 2 bath available Jan 1st. 7 minute walk to
Tufts campus. 1 driveway spot
plus off street parking available.
Hardwood floors, tiled baths and
kitchen, Gas heat with new furnace. Large front porch and back
deck, plus yard. Excellent condition. $1,850 per month plus utilities. Call Carole at 781-391-1898 or
email carole.lubin@tufts.edu.

Apartment for Rent
4 Bedroom apartment on 1st floor
of owner occupied 2 family house
across the street from campus.
Newly renovated $2200 per moth
plus utilities. Please call 617-6253021.
JUNE 2006: Large Apartments
for Rent
Available in Somerville and
Medford. Washer/Dryer, off-street
parking, extremely close to Tufts.
781-396-0303. Ask for Danny.

Spring Subletter Wanted
Looking for 1 male/female for 4
person apartment. Side street off
Packard. 5min walk to Hogdon.
Furnished. 130 sq ft. plus large
closet. Large common areas. Free
wash/dryer. 2 decks. Driveway
parking. 600/month + utilities. May
negotiate. E-mail
Jumbotufts22@yahoo.com.

MEDFORD APT
Medford 2nd floor apt. Bright and
spacious 5 bedroom 2 bath apt
available Jan 1st thru May 31st. 7
minute walk to Tufts campus.
Hardwood floor, tiled baths and
kitchen. Driveway parking.
Washer/dryer. Gas heat with new
furnace. Large front porch and
back deck, plus yard. Excellent
condition. $2,250 per month plus
utilities. Call Carole at 781-3911898 or email
carole.lubin@tufts.edu.
Six-Bedroom Apt
available February 1st. 4 bathrooms, 3 master suites, working
fireplace, 6 parking spots, $3500.
Call Evan at 802-236-3536. Price is
negotiable.
Apartment for Rent
Large 5 bedroom, 2 bathroom
apartment, 2 minute walk to Tufts,
close to Davis. Dishwasher, washer/dryer, central-air, parking. Cable
& internet in bedrooms. No smokers. Available June 1, 2006. Call
781-856-9945
Great Location Four Apartments
Two Three-Bedrooms in one house
behind MILLER HALL. $1,900 per
apt. Also, one Four-Bedroom and
one Three-Bedroom 3/10 of a mile
from CARMICHAEL HALL. COMPLETELY REMODELED. $600 per
bedroom. UTILITIES NOT INCLUDED and No Pets. CALL 617-4845877.
4 apartments
4 apartments- No fees- Newly renovated-Amazing location- 2 blocks
to main campus. Stunningly beautiful 4, 3, 3, 1 bedroom apts.
Available. Parking available. Plan
ahead for next year. Available
09/01/06. $1,000 and up. Please
call 781-396-4675.

Services
#1 Spring Break Website
Low prices guaranteed. Free
meals & Free drinks. Book 11 people, get 12th trip free! Group discounts for 6+
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com
or www.LeisureTours.com or 800838-8202.
$600 Group Fundraiser Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS
our free (yes, free) fundraising programs EQUALS $1,000-$3,000 in
earnings for your group. Call
TODAY for up to $600 in bonuses
when you schedule your fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser. Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 9233238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
#1 Spring Break Website!
**#1 Spring Break Website!
Lowest prices guaranteed. Free
Meals and Free Drinks. Book 11
people, get 12th trip free! Group
discounts for 6+
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com
or 800-838-8202
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Testing and Treatment. Private MD
office. Confidential. For Appt call
617-232-1559. Free Guide @
www.healthac.org
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Squad will begin NESCAC conferance play when they come back from
the break in January.

Win over Camels would send team into
break with a two-game winning streak
“Connecticut College always
plays us tough,” Bailey said.
“We need to win; we need to get
points. The key is to play three
strong periods against them. We
need to give a 60 minute effort.”
Many players said the win
against the Corsairs marked a
turning point.

“I really think we turned it
around tonight compared to
previous games. We did a lot of
the little things right. We did a
lot of back checking, fore
checking, overall we clicked. We
flowed very well tonight,” Kelley
said.
Cleary said if the team can
play with this type of intensity
and motivation every night, it

After school childcare
Looking for responsible student for
3 afternoons for childcare for 3
children (ages 10-12) approx. 2:305:30pm. Call Maggie, 781-4883069 with references and experience.

For Sale
Work From Home
Need an extra $36,000 a year?
Vending Business for sale. Sell
$5000. 1-800-568-1281 or vendingfriends.com

Billed as next Gretzky, Crosby
plays into his role of savior
CROSBY
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SPRING BREAK FROM $299
GO ON BREAK TO AMSTERDAM,
BARCELONA, IRELAND, LONDON, ROME, BELIZE, COSTA
RICA, AND SOUTH BEACH. NOW
HIRING REPS-GET PAID SEMESTER'S WORTH OF TUITION.
ONBREAKTOURS.COM 1800-9857728

CLASSIFIEDS POLICY All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order, or exact cash
only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $5 per week with Tufts ID or $10 per
week without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except the cost of
the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity, are
of an overly sexual nature, or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY

Childcare Needed
Looking for childcare provider to
care for our two adorable boys, 6
months & 3 years all day Thurdays
and/or Fridays in Melrose. Flexible
with schedule. Contact Jennifer
781-322-7200 or
Jennifer.gillette@tch.harvard.edu

TEACH
Teach COOL SCIENCE to kids @
schools & parties. Need car, exp.
w/ kids. Mat'ls prov. P/T. $25/prog.
Apply OL @
madscience.org/greaterboston

Martin, Kumf back from injury will lead team
against Colby when they return in January
Plymouth State in a losing effort,
as Martin scored 25 points and
pulled down nine rebounds.
Kumf turned in 11 points and
eight boards of his own.
A win tomorrow and the
Jumbos will head into winter
break and the continuation of
their season in 2006 against tough
NESCAC
competition.
Conference play begins on Jan.
13, as Tufts visits Colby.
The battle for conference
supremacy is up in the air. While
the Lord Jeffs of Amherst are
favored to take home a conference title, it remains unclear who
will emerge as the other top teams
in the conference.
“As of right now, I think
Amherst is number one,” Weitzen
said. “But there are a lot of teams
that could pull off an upset. It
depends on who shows up each
night.”
But for now, the Jumbos are
thinking about Clark, not
NESCAC foes. Sheldon is confident that his squad is ready.
“We’re going to bounce back,”
Sheldon said. “We’ve just got to
play our game and we’ll be okay.”
— Sam Verrill contributed to this
article.

Final Exams Massage
Consider massage therapy as part
of a final exam taking strategy.
Massage Therapy @ CS Healthcare
is offering Tufts students 50% off
massage therapy sessions from
Dec. 1 - Dec. 31
366 Mass Ave. Suite 304
Arlington, MA 02474
617-699-3989 or cshealthcare@hotmail

BEST SUMMER JOB EVER Premier Summer Camp with world
class facilities in CT. Near NYC and
Boston. Positions available waterfront, sports, adventure, extreme
sports, arts, theater, office and
camp store. Contact tom@kencamp.com, 305-673-3310 or
www.kenmontkenwood.com

can be in any game. The squad
showed the captain a spark
Wednesday night, and he hopes
it continues.
“To have the ability to
bounce back from this weekend, from a tough loss and getting the W shows a lot of character,” Cleary said. “We can feed
off this and get a lot of
momentum.”

second coming of that exciting
Bird-Magic rivalry that raged
in the NBA in the 1980s and
early ‘90s — you wouldn’t
know it to talk to Crosby.
One of the last players off
the ice after practice, Crosby is
accessible, accommodating,
even modest and understated
— as much as the best young
North American hockey player
in a generation could be.
“It’s been fine this year,’’ he
said of the demands on his
time. “I need to find time to
play hockey, but I understand
this is part of it, too. I haven’t
had any problems.’’
Teammates marvel at his
patience and maturity.
“Every city we go, there’s
autograph-seekers
everywhere,’’ Pittsburgh forward
Erik Christensen said. “It’s
hard for him to stop and sign
every one of them, but he tries
to do it. And at 18 years old,
the pressure and the hype —
he’s just handled it so well.
“I mean, I remember when I
was 18, and I was trying to find
my way in juniors still.’’
Barely two months into his
NHL career, Crosby already
has shown a tendency toward
the dramatic.
In his first game against the
Montreal Canadiens, the team
he grew up in Nova Scotia
watching and idolizing, he
scored the only goal in a
shootout to win the game. In
his first NHL matchup with
Ovechkin, he scored a goal and
made a Gretzky-esque pass to
assist on the winning goal in a
5-4 victory.
“I just think that’s part of
having a passion for hockey,
that when occasions like that
come, you always want to

make sure you’re up to the
challenge,’’ he said. “I don’t
give a lot of thought to it, but
when games are a little higher
stakes, you want to rise to
make sure you don’t let your
game down and you bring
your best game.’’
How much could the stakes
of a single game be compared
to what the NHL is betting on
Crosby to elevate the entire
league?
“It’s basically a new NHL,
and teams and players and
owners are on the same board
right now,’’ said the Wild’s best
player, Marian Gaborik. “We
want to grow revenues and
market these type of guys and
spotlight them. And also it
helps that they’re very good.
Those two things together
should work out pretty good
for the whole league.’’
Crosby barely flinches at the
notion, then downplays it.
“I think savior’s kind of a
strong word,’’ he said. “But
hopefully, we (Ovechkin and
other young players) can bring
some excitement. But right
now I just want to enjoy it and
see what happens and work
hard to stay. I think the worst
thing would be to get too far
ahead of yourself right now.’’
Christensen said one of
Crosby’s strengths seems to be
his willingness to accept the
pressure and welcome the
attention that comes with the
hype.
Even Crosby admitted he
doesn’t envy the players who
can dress quietly and depart
quickly after practice.
“I think a lot of guys would
like to be in my shoes,’’ he
said. “I feel pretty fortunate to
be playing in the NHL at 18,
especially on this team. And I
wouldn’t trade it for anything.”

